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a CHAPTER

INTRODUCTION

Overview
4

1

Two claims are assumed to be beyond dispute:

,
.

1. Inferences, are an integral pelt of discourse comprehension and

. memory.

2. In comprehending discourse, people do not make all possible

inferences.

Strong intuitive arguments can be-mustered lor the truth of both statements.

That the first is true-can be seen by an exarnin.?An of the communica-

.tive process.4 Grice (19751 and Gordon and Lakoff (1975) have made a de-
. I

tailed analysis of human communication in terms of the tacit rules, or

'conversational postulates," which govern the behavior of both the sender

(writer or speaker) and receiver (reader or listener) of communications

(written or oral discourse). The gener=a1 goal of the sender is to be

understood by the riceiver. Thus a speaker will not use an utterance unless

He is convinced that the listener vill have the requisite knowledge of the

ldnguage, knowledge of the culture, and knowledge of the world. A further

assumption m e by the sender is that the receiver will use this knowledge

not only to comprehend the literal meaning' of the discourse, but also to

derive inferences that complete the discourse where the message its4f was

incomplete or unspecified. Thust if a speaker says,

I saw John driving down the road.

he must believe that ,the listener knows English and knows 141-lata road is.

He further assumes that the listeneo will dtaw the inference that John was
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2

driving a car. Inference makes it'possibLe for the sender to convey a

great deal of information in a message ormanageable size.. If the sender

h4d to state explicitly all the information which he 'or 'the wished to con*,

.
vey, the sheer bulk of the resulting diecourse would make the communication

of even the simplest ideas difficult.

major goal of the receiver is to understand the message.

The receiver makes the assumption that the message is potentially sensible,

'
even though incompletely specified, and uses inference and other'consteruc-

tive processes to render it so. Inference also'makgs it possible for the

receiver to go beyond the information which the sender intended to com-

municate.

While the receiver must make some inferences in order to comprehend

4

the discourse, he or she cannot be expected to make possible inferences:

NI/

This-must be so simply befause the number of possible inferences is essen-

tially infinite. Thus, in
i

the abovt example, one possible string of-i'n-

-ferences-might run:'

John was driving a car.

The car was powered b" gas:

John had purchased gas for the car al a filling station.

The filling station had an attendant.

The attendant was paid a wage.

Clearly this string of inferences could be carried out to any length.

Inference strings could branch at any point and, in many directions. Thus,

other ifiference.strings. might be constructed which run from the cost of

gasoline, to petroleum company profits, to U. Si foreign policy, or from

road construction, to labor .unions, or road g?ading equipment.



Since people make some. but not all possible infer9KCes, the specifi-

cation and understanding of the processes whi'ch defermine which. infei-ences
N\

are, inject, made becdmes a major frob4em in the understanding of dis-

course comprehension and memory. In addressing this problem, the two

studies reported in.this Riper represent attempts'at influencing,tt)e proba- .

bility that an inference would occur by systemati.cally varying text._ t.

The major prediction was that a subject would'be more likely to make n

inference if that inference were important thary"if it .were unimportant.

Inferences in Discourser A Brief Review
vow

The study of inferential processes in discourse comprehension and
i .

,Memory
k

nd indeed, of discourse comprehension and memory itself, is al-

most a new field for experimented psychology. To recapitualte a well

known history, Ebbinghaus.(1883) 'invented the nonsense syllallie in the hope

that the novelty and simplicity of artificially constructed letter stAlings
i

. %

would minimize contact with preexisting knowledge, thus enabling the un-

contaminated study of the for'matiqp of associations, or the accretion of

trace strength. ,The long-standing hope!of associative psychologist? and

behaviorists is that there exis,t general laws of learning and memory,

which, though best studied with simple organims (rats, pigeons) in si ple

enyironments (t-mazes, Skinner boxes) would generalize to.and.prove suf-

*
ficient to explain the behavior of the seemingly most complex fiuman being

reading the most complex novel. Thus were nonsense syllables studied', and

pus, for the most part wasttext.ignored, despite muffled Warnings that

things might not be so simple. The recent work of Montague, Adams,

Prytullac, and others (4014Montague, 1972, for a review) indicated that a

result of presenting college sophomores with nonsense syllables; paired

In+
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associates, and word lists isoften.to goad them into devising highly com-

plex and idiosyncratic strategies in order zolimpose order and meaning on

the senseless scrambles foisted obi them by the experimenter. 'This work

stands as-a striking confirmation and long overdue acknowledgement of

-Bartlett's (1932) warning that apparently simple experimental materials

are no guarantee lhat ensuing psychological processes wirl be simpie when

the organism under study as rich in complexity as a human being.
0

Given this background, it is perhap of surprising diet inferential

processes, although documented near the advent of scientific psychology;

have been largely ignored almost to the present. Binet and Henri (1894;

Thieman & Brewell, in press) noted what /hey called "errors-through imagina-

tion" in the recall of stories. These errors were said 'tq be characterized

not so much by change in meaning as by addition to the meaning 6f the

original version. Thus, upon hearing."Tbursday" a child would recall

"last Thursday" or "Thursday evening." Likewise, "one of them" became

"the* youngest one," and his parents', home" wa4 recalled as his home."

Bartlett's (1932) account of reconstructive processesin the repeated

reproductign (recall) of "The War of the Ghosts" s the most famous early

account oN,inferentia l elaboration of discourse recall. tartlett reported

that some subjects used the general setting and affective aspects, along

witib bmbellished details or incidents of the story, to reconstruct an

elaborate, if.inaccurate, stor, Some subjects "ratjonalized",the story,

rendering it more sehsible by filling gaps or distorting events, as, for

example, by postulating Causal relations between eflits.
AP

Although the work'oftinet and Henri and of Bartlett might have served

as a springboard for the study of inferential processes, it was, for"the

1 sI

k 1

1

. 1

1

1

1

1
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mOst part, ignored or disputed.
.

Gomulicki (1956) investigated the immedi- -.

, .

ate recall of prose passages of 15 to 200 words in length, and found that..
y.

omissions were ver,y frequent, while inferential elaboration was quite rare:

He concluded that memory for prose was More accurately described as alpirac-

tiie.than construct ivy, a view shared by Kay (1955) ,and echoed by Zangwitt

(1972).- In fact, Gomul.icki reported that when judges were given both re-

galls and actual abstracts of the same passages, they,did_llitle better phan

chance at distinguishing them. It should, however, be pointed out that

this failure does not ensure that. no psychofogicalfy useful distinctions
4

.0%

can be drawn between the processes involved in abstracting a text and in

recalling it: if judges were (as they often are on televigiton) unablrc

clitingu'ish margarine-from butter, it uld, nevertheless, be unreasonable

81

to conclude that.they were produced by the same processes..
4

Gauld,and Stephenson (1967) suspected that the changeAnd distortions

in recall which Bartlett found were due to deliber'ate inventions by sub-

4 jects who want to "filt up gaps in their memory," a process which should be

distinguis.hed frolCI memory its &lf. They ran several studies using'fhe "War

Of the Ghosts" which showed that /elling subjtcts to rec 1m4y-what was

in the story and to leave gqps rather than invent if they had forgotten
r -.

shaep reduced the number of meaning-char;ging intrusions or additions.

If the.subjects were'rsimply'told to be accurate, the effect was the same as

the longer injunction, Of course; tWkse results are amenable to other inter-
.

. preytions. The former instruction might set up demand characteristics

(Orhg, 1962) Whial favor the production of 6a900 The-latter, as well as the /

former, might cause the subject to raise hiss or her subjective crit.priOn. -

for the acceptable confidence level for response emission (Cofer:1961, 1967;

If

.
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'Adams & Bray, 19)W :causing the'subject-to suppress inforAation he or

she rqmeMtlers.%,..%'''', .' ''' -I.
_. .

°- ' '.1-'
.

.

I

*
.

. ..

Al-thou9h,,lheJimpocpince of inferenCe:in di9course'vdas 'long disputed,
.% "116 N. Pr

-.4.,
, . , , . .

.

;-,-,,, * -:,.. 4. - .

. . ,

..."
ar-c#eent . evidencevidence and' interest 6.1ss thrust its stUdy.into the spot:'

.. . -

light it deserves. The work cf Bransfor and his colleagues ha's been in- '
,

strumedtal in this turnabo!ut. Aa.',arra.fdr'd, Barclay, and Franks (1972) re-

port
4

d that subjects who read Sentences like,
. -

Three turtles rested on a log, and a fish ,swam beneath then.

had !higher recognition scores for folls like,
0
r . %

,

Three turtles red on a log,and a fish swam beneath it.

1 .

thajii did subjects whit. d Sentences iik'which thee spatial re1a4orishipsI. .
'were.c.beged ("bes,i,de" substituted flow' "on" in both the target sentenc and

t
.., C

toil). These recognition confusions were due to inferences which
.

resuPted.
..

- .

from the interaction of the subjects' knowledge of spatial relationships
'

. .
,

with the information supplied bythe study sentence.

410In another study; 4,1ohnson, Bransfor'd, and Solomon"(1973) presen.ted

subjects wits b rief passages such as:

John' was trying to in the,bird house.-Ae was pounding .the nail;

*'
I

tor

when,his father came out jo watch him and to help him do the work.

4 -

It.was late at night when the phone rang_and a voice gave //

frantic cry. The spy threw the secret document into the flames-
. s 1.

iust'in time, siher30 seconds longer' would haveobeen.too
IL ,

.They found that/subjects whq heard\such pasages were very 'likely to falsely

if

recognio statements which Okcluded an unstated instrument (e.g., John':was

using the hammer to fix the birdhouse) orliconsequence (The spy burned-the

I

ti
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docUment just hi time). ,, Subject whe,heard control passages where minimal

changes-in the wording altered the meaning (e.,g., looking for the nail in-

AI .
. . i

* stead of pounding -the nail; pulled the secret document from the tire in-
,

, . . .

stead of threw the secret documentinto,:the fireeasily rejected the foils.

, .

,

A
Brewer 974) has produced dramatic demoinstrations of inferences. He

showed that subjects tended to recall i fer nCes which were probable, though

not logically necessary,,consequences of th pre0sentgd. Thus,
. .

the sentences,

'The hungry pythoncaught the mouse.

_The safe crackr put the mafch to' -the fuse.

The bullet hit Sdperman's.chest.
16.

were often recalled as,

The hungry'pjthon ate the mo se.

The safe cracker lit the fu

The Nllet tounced off Superman's Chest..

. Such inferences constituted 26% to 30%,of the total--recalls'aGross 46 items,
AR

and ran a's hLgh as 80% to,88% of the recalks of some sentences.
,

Another ljne oh research whichha4 Provideca-striking demonstration

.

of inferential"processes is the reSeach.on linear orderings of Potts

(e.g., 1 972).4 'Barclay (1973),, and others. This' research has, shown that

when subjects are shown a series. of sentences Bill is -stroliger than Tom
,

and Tom'is stronger than,Johm:they falsely recognize 'llentences like Bill

A tis,stronger,thanJohn i/Filch weve never presented but could be inferred.

II

I

1

.Or

11.
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Toward a Definition of Inference: Hbw Broad a Term?

The trickle of studies'on inference has become a deluge, but before

more closely,current research on inferences in discourse, a

a-

\,
' critique. Of.eurrent use of the term must be'presented, and the meaning of

the term ag'osed in this paper Reeds to be clarified.

The first notion of inference, which in the present context must be

rejected, is inference as defined in formal logic. While logical inferences

are important, the cases sanctioned blogic or mathematics do not exhaust
0

the types of inference involved in tlatural language comprehension. Formal

systems involve an idealized, tidy notion of inference which is unsuited for

u4e as a psychologit'al model.- The inferential processes of humans are

simply not limited tp, nor are they always guided ity, those forms of infei

. t
ence permitted inologit and mathematics.

4
A second possible notion of. inference, which must also berejected,

is- -.2

.is that,anything that is recalled or recognized as having occurred in a

text, but.which was not a part of the text, constitutes an inference. This

definition,pf inference is too broad. Material Which is recalled or rec-

ognized, perhaps on the basis,of thematic or topical relationship to the."

text, but which does not-specifically depend on any of the' information rn

.

the text, should be distinguished from.'inference. -Sever6-1 recent studies

at.
have shown that subjects sometimes inject information from their ptior

knowledge when the topic of the text is familiar. For example, K-intsch and

4

e

;,

'Wan Dijk (in press) report an experiment in which subjects read paragraphs I

on familiar topics such arBible storie. One story dealt with Joseph and
, g

. ,

his brothers in Egypt. When subjects were tested for free recall after y

1

...

AW.

4."

1



48 hours, subjects seemed completely unable to distinguish between t he

story and their'prior knowledge, and tended to produce everything they

knew about Josqph and his brothers, no matter how linrelat'ed to the text.'

Sul in and Dooling (T97') presented subjects with brief biographical Pas-
.

sages which were purportedly about fictitious or famous persons. When

tested one week later, subjects who read the famous person versions tended

to:falsely recognize statements of common knowledge about the main char-

acter which were not specifically related td.the text. Brown, Smiley, Day,

Townsend, and Lawton (1977) have reported similar resclt) with grade

school children.

In order to qualify for classitica&ion as an inference, the material

must at least depend kipon speciffic information in the text. Being able

to relate recalled' or recognized material to--specific infoAnation in the '

-

textt, however, is not a sufficient criterion foiclassification as a text-
,.

based infer;nce. Frederiksen (1976) has deVeloped a-taxonomy of text-

tai
based inferences in which'every'propo,i6on iri'a free recall protocol is

identified with the proposition in the text.with which it is most closely .

related. The inferential process necessary to generate the inference from

the text base is classified according to the taxonomy which consists of

eight major inference types which are divided into 26 claSses, which are

further divided into subclasses. The iificurty with Frederiksen's system

is that, as currently constituted, anything which is recalled will be

matched with some proposition in the text base and then classified as some

lype9of iilfereirce. For example, if a subjett reads,

The dog chased the cat.



ti

S.

;rP

% arlil thiLn recallsk .

-.... / I

tt

An animal did socriefiting,

this wOuld be classified as a'superordinate inference'.'` When a subject
1

me44:11s0

She .(4sther),won't get mad,

after hiving. heard,
A

flther will get owl,' -

the'recall it clae6ired as a negation 14Werence. When used so broadly,
4 .

1,

,"0
I

o

0,theierw,minftrerfte" becomes vacu&s.Aft,
....,,, 1,s,

'm 4 ,
V

,Clearly1Whatlis needed i'soa definition of inference which avoids the
1

i

problemt oflexcessive narrowness on the one hand and-indiscriminate' inclu-

II ' .._
-siort on the other hand. Brewer {1974), one of the first to seriously come

s

4
tOs grips with this problem, noted that any,notioc ofogical inferepce would

-4
4

N

) ' I

be too narrow.tb serve as a'-definition of psychologiCal inference. He set
I, 9

.

t
out to specify an area of psychological inferenCe which falls outside the

10

bounds of formal logic Such inferences, called 'pragmatic inferences"

since they_der:4&elism expectations baSed on a person's knowledge Of the

world, are ident4fivd by the but not test One sentence is'said to pi g-

matically imply anther if negating the'second sentence-and conjoining it

to the first ith but result -sin an acceptable

j- ,/

:The hungry python caught the mouse,

is said ,to pragmatically impli,

The hungry python ate the mouse.

'because,
.4

The hdngry python caught the mousy, bqf did not eat it,

sentence. Thug%

.")

1 6
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. is'*an acceptable sentence. Likewise,

The safecracker put the match to the fuse,

pragmatically implies,

The safecracker lit the .fuse.

as evidenced by the acceptability of,

The, safecracker put the match to the fuje, but i1 did not light.

Brewer demonstrated that the but not test, which was6based on Lakofy

(1971) analysis of the use of but as'a denial of expectatioh, produces un7"

acceptable sentences when applied to sentences which are linked by logical

implication and allo,sentences which lack an inferential relatiOnship. It

should be noted that The above examples of superordinate and negation infer=

ence5 from Frederiksen's taxonomy fail the but not test, since neither,
,

The dog chased the cat, but the animal didn't do anything.

nor,

,Mother will get mad, but she will get mad.

is.acceptable.

The generality of the bikt riot test, as originally formulated, is lim

ited since it treats sentenc s in isoltion, and tests only whether ope

sentence is implied by anoth Howeve r, the test can easly'be extended.
r

ften the case that an lopplication, is the

es raLher-thanthe derivativq of a single

In connected discourse, it is

joint product f several sent

entence For exampl examine e story in Figure 1 about a career woman

about to leave oh a business trip. This story is one version of one of the
N..

1 A \

stories used the studies tO be r orted here. numbers and under-
***\ t

\ , % .

lining have been added to permit e6sy\ ndexing of fey portions of the tent. 'ar
. .

At (1) the woman has just enough time l t to catch her plane. As she



r

, 12 >
A

.packed (2), she remembered that she was supposed to speak to her son. Later

4

in the passage, at (3), Lt is clear that she,arrived quite late at the air-

port. The invited inference is stated explicitly at (4), but was deleted

from the imp)ied passage versions,used in the studies. Clearly this '

cation is based on information spread throughout the pasSage. 4f the but,

not test is generalized to permit_ compound premises, then the invited in-

ference can be shown to be a pregmatic implication because,

0, woman had just enough tire to reach an airport for a flight.

She remembered that she has supposed to talk to her son. She

arrived late at the airport, but not because she had talked to-

her' son,

yl

passes the but not test.

The inferences to be studied in the expqpiments reported. in this

, paper are, pragmatiC inferences by this broadened dfinition.

Current Research Oh Infer %nce

Research on inference currently includes the study of the development

/
'., of inferential processes in children (e.g., Paris, 19751 Paris & Lindauer,

' ,1

1976; Brown,1975), the formal representation of inferences in discourse

analysis, le.g Frederiksen, 1972 1975c; Crothers, 1972; Kintsch, 1972,

1974) and compUter simulation of human inference (e.g., Sc4ank, 1972;

4(harniak, 1975; Collins, Warinock, Aiello & Milrer, 1975). No attempt will

be made to proVitie an exhaustive'review of all areas of this research.

Rather, this section will be focused on inferences made by adult humans in

4 '

comprehensiofi -and memory with sentences and connected discoUT'se.

.01
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Figure 1,

A Career in tales:;

13

. ` 3
\

. . .

...

,loan dragged out her uitcase and began the well-pr.ktic-ed ritual

of packing fOrsa trip. She had just enough time left to pack and

get to O'Hare Airpottfin me fof her 2,

f

o'clOtk light 'to .San Francisco.

),At had been three years,since her:divorce, and s I e had- spent much o/ that

, time' on the road.. Her newt caneer not only permitted her to do the tray-
.,

.el inq shp'd' missed as,,,a hdusewifAand.mother, it forced her to do it.' At

first.it wastcribly exciting jftiing fell over the country; seeing new
Tegion, crties,land towns.0,San Frincisco was one of Joan's favorite
cities. She had 'fallen in Ipve with Ole_ hil and the Bay, and had made

'11
several good friends there. By nosy .thodgh, some.61 the-glamour of con-

stWni travelh4d:beet) fo,lit 'tp ple',reP'eiitious drUdg'erY, of packing and un-

packing, .andof taXi.rides Ito ,airevrts,;and Hotel s.'
,,,, -.! . - ,...,f . 4

I -..- N . ,, -., "
f4.0inate)y7..Jcian %'t ii).:i iked her 'career. She'd never bad a real

' jOb °be fo're, s i nce .she"..d,Mar ed ni g h t , 0 f.eeT col lege and hbd (Sever" worked

outside ,of. her home: Sloke'd"b'een 4 bus 1 Ress,,ma joe fi n college, and she was

happy to fie* ajob P) Sales, With, a plastic tlyrile p- rdducts firm. But she

- had cella i n.1 y ne vet _:expeclee her. ca r'eer. '10- 51 oom' siva p i d 1 y . She had dune

.' ,so well-the first -year .illatilhe had, be promQued1115 a national sales

trainer. She eni6YecChg 1 ping CCra ipees and keeping sea spned salesmen up

to -dat-e, eln*new'17g7Rduers. and p Immo t Lona4 devel opMen hs. La 40 y , ,however,

k the -frantic paoe'of "the Oh, and jet' lag had begUn tOowear 'on -her.
..'. , a ' ' Ve' a'

.

.Joag.0;4615,4e11 adju,Tt4.1to--the givorCe 41Dynoli, Her. job kept her too

busy for .regrets, and'sye met :41-id ,knew* too,Maoy people to be really lonely.

. She was grk,'eful to her ex-husban'd, for agree'nq'to keep the .chi ldren.' .
It vas IFjp .logical sOnt )on, sim.e shg went 05 b4 frep to pursu4 her

licasit-er ,.-`,and pliiik a V e . h 91 11.4r4 itilkqrgjq'400 'could g lye them a be t ter home -
.,

Joan was so wrapped up, in die.F work that she hadn ' t seen the children much

la
1

r

tely. . (2) As94-1e4fjnistled packing Joan remembered that she had Promised

. to tastO her 61`dest. 4911:11Joi.e'sbe. left fowl. He was thinking of tEan's-

' ferring, to ancitherollege, She'thom73ht of her own college 'days while

`. he gathered:up her .toothtfrusW:arid other' ess'eniial.glapd stuffed them into
. w

....

her travel gi t. , . . I .

.
. i % . . , '

1 1
' 0 . .. .

.(31 O'Hare was.aS busy-As' ever wlien Joan arriyea ne-half hour late

at 2:30., (4) She vqa$: late 6recdu-s4 she'd stoOped 'tO talk p .er son. She
exchanged :her. tioker do -theg 2 o'clock fl ight she missed for 'standby on the

3:30 ,p..m. fl fight. (5). When s: he arrived in San Francisco 'she' learned that
,-----.3' "''''

her" original night had u9explainab4 lost altitude Ord crasked.1506-the 1

mountains north of Denver. There were no known, survivors. Joan contem-

Trat d the st rbrige .twis of Cate- that. saved .her life. She shuddeped as

she hought bj the death she so narrowly esdaped.. During'the taxi ride

to he .hotel Joan thought a houi 'Ver new career -and her old 1 ife.'

h hiA th important stated, sal ient vel-sLon of Passage 1 used in Ex-

per ime is I and ) I. Numbers wand cinder! in ing have been- added to per'mi t easy

indexin .
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The bu4k of this'hesearch, inclUding the work of the',Bransf6rd_grOup
1 1

1
'

. . ,
, (

(c ,f., Bransford & Johnson, 1973, BransWrd & McCarrelli 1974) and Brewer ..,

4,
. C

and his colleagUes (e.g.; Brewer, 197,4;'Harris, 1974; Brewer & Lichtenstein,' '

)

`1975; Schweller, Brewer '& Dahl, 1976) bear witness to a single fact: that,'

inferences do indeed occur when peopMe 'read '(or orhear) and remember seritehces
( --

or 'text... These demonstrations of the occuirenee of inference have estab-
1

lished inference as-a Major componenit of how people understand and remem-

ber vprbal messages, and have played an importnt role in ending the long
\.

..

history in"psycholOgy of the purimosefifl "neglecttf conqtructiv processes.
. ,

, 3

s

, -=',4
.

, . ,

in,this sense, recent-research'has succeeded where Binet and Henri and

Bartlett failed. This research also serves,the further purpose of demon-
.

li .

strating and establishing the range of the phenomena. For example, by

showing that sOjects tended to recall,

. .

The truck driver asked the waitress for some coffee.
r

s.../
,

whenlithey had read, , 0

The, truck driver told the waitress that he wanted to have4more

. ,

coffee.,

and often recalled or falsely recognized,

The angry farmer fri_ghtened the boys.

after reading,

Thearierfrirfarniedthe-tresassin boys.

,Schweller, arewer, and Dahl demonstrated pragmatic inference recall and

recognition for the illocutionary and/Perlocutionary fOrce of statements.

1 .

While these demonstrations have served a vital'role% the occurredte ,

and irpportance of inferentialprocesses.is by now firmly established, and .

the time has come for research to move beyond demonstrations to explorations

4

e
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of how inferences work. So far, little'researcb bas*been directed'at de-
*

tailing the controlling variables and processes of inference, One.ques-
.

.tion which has been the subject of muc.recent study is whether inference

occurs at comprehension or at recall:, The next section presents a dis-

4

cussiort of this issue.

.

_

.

When do, inferences occur? Perhaps the most dirett attack'on the ques-

tion of when inferene occurs is the verification latency experiments q!

Kintsch 19.74) and Singer (1976, 1977) in which reaction times fbr the

,,,,,,

_,-
--erification of statements implied by a'text are compared to those for '

statements which were explicitly stated by the text: The rationale for

these studies is that if inference occurs at comprehension, then the veri-
.1-

fipation time for implied.statements should not differ f

ments. If inference occurs at test, then the verificati implicit

plicit state-

statements should take longer. Kintsch reports series 9W three. studies,

which he conducted with Keenan and McKoon. The first two studies employed

sp.

short, two-sentence passages and longer texts. The sibrt passages were

construtted with the intent that the, inferences would, be required at reading

0 order to comprehend and integrate the paragraph. The inferences studied

included implied causation such as,

A burning cigarette was carelessly discarded,,

The f:ire destroyed many acres of\Virgir, Iorest.

which implies,

AdisCarded cigai-ette started..a fire.
- AP

The longer passages varied in length-from 40 to 14words aid dealt wit*
t

.obscure facts. For both short and long paragraphs, explicit.versions,

which wee'iden'tical to the implied versions except that they contained a
.

A
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statement of the content of the implied proposition, .were also employed.
0

In all of these studies, subjects were'presented with sentences and

instructed to decide Whether they wel'e true or false based on iflformation

statedor implied.in the passage. Tfle crucial inference questions were
. .

always true, but false filler items were included." In the first 'study,

subjects were tested immediately aft r each passage. Kintsch reasoned that,

subjects would construct the same pr
.

of whetherthey had seen the explici

and that verification would be,based

He therefore Predicted that there wo
4

4

cation latencies for implicit and ex

positional representation regardless

or implicit version of the passage,

on this propositional repreg'entation.

Id be no differences between verifi-

licit statements. Contr'ary to

Ki-ntsch's hypothesis, implicit versilbns led, to higher error rates as well

as longer latencies for correct (f imati.ve) responses than expliCit

versions.

Kintsch argued that the disAdv ntage of the implicit material was not

caused by failure to generate inferJnces at reading. Rather, the explicit

passage versions were said to produce a, surface representation of*the in-

formation, as well as the underlying propositional representation. Only

the propositional representation was available to subjects who read the im-

plicit versions. After reading the explicit version, subjects could match

the probe against the surface representation more quickly and reliably

than subjects who read the, implicit version could verify the probe against

00

the propositional representation.

Kintsch reasoned that if the advantage of'the subjects who read the

explicit versions was indeed due too 'the persistence of a surface represen-

tat ion, a delay before the test Lifficient to ensure the loss of thte sur-

face representation wild negate this advantage. In the secondstudy,

9)

r

1

1
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'subjects read all the passages followed by .a 15-minute interpolated_

.f

sentence memory task, and finally, the verification test. This time the
1/4

results supported the prediction: there was no difference between the .

verification latencies for implicit and explicit -versions, although a noh-
..

significant trend toward lower error rate's,for explicit versions-persisted.

The third study replicated and extenled. this result by varying the

retention interval, using 0, 30- second; 20-minute, and 48-hour delays'.
4

Sithogonal tests collapsing across the two short and two long retention

intervals revealed that at 0 and 30 seconds, explicit questions were veri4

fled more quickly than implicit questions, tut that no significant differ-

ence was found at 20 minutes and 48 hours"

The results of the three studies reported are consistent with the

hypothesis that the inferences occurred at encoding, provided it is,assumed

that verification is consummated when there is a match on either surface

form or propositional content, with the former beingfaster. However, there ,

are several weaknesses in the designs of the studies, and.alternative ex-

planatiOns are possible. In the first two experiments, explicit versions

were not only longer than the implicit versions, but also syntactically

mare complex and'less readable. In the third study, the inferential status

of test items was confounded with the content, as a particular item was

either implicit or explicit. Although Kintsch itiVokes stored surface

' information as the cause of the more rapid verification of explicit-items,'

examination of -the materials reveals that, at 4,1east for the first exiieri-,

ment; test items were not verbliim copies of. anything in the original

' passages. The use ofa delayed test in order to eliminate memory for sur-

face- inforriatior,as a factor leaves open the possibility -that the failure

23
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to find a difference between stated andimplied items may have been due

_to the forgetting of, explicitly 'stated information_. If_there were for-
'

gettrg of the propositional representation, or'mpanin§, the subjects_would

be unable to verify even ex elicit items by directly matching them to the

propositional representation, but instead would'hbve tb infer- them from

a skeletal representation. Similarly, subjects might have to infee'implied I

statements at a-delayed test, whether or not they had previously been in.

ferred. A better Control for surface information would be to systematically

vary the similarit-y of the test item to the surface form of the explicit
'

version.

Despite the similarity.between the studies of Kitsch and Singer, their

after reading sentences like,

The small girl spent the gleaming penny.

subjects,were able to verify sentence like,

The,penny was shiny. -

resu-ts, stand in direct opposition. 'Singer .(1976) 'found that 10 seconds

which were paraphrases of portions of the' study sentences, more'-rapidly
4

th an they could verify like,

The penny was new.
/-.

40is'res.utt.obtained despite the fact that the paraphrase and the inference

;

were matched in terms of surface similarity to the original sentence.

In a second paper (1877), Singer reported three experiments Which

'tested both recognition, where subjects'were to indicate whether the test

sentence was identical to a study ,sentence, and Verification. Test items

like, !

The sailor swept the floor with the broom.

0

,?
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were presented following a three-sentence passage .that began either with

a verbatim dopy-of the test prObe'in the explicit version or a sentence

like,

The sailor swept the door in the'cabin.

in the implied version In the first study., subjects heard 12 experimental

land eight filler passages before being tested.. No difference was found

between the acceptance raTe for stated and' einplied items, but implied,

items took significantly longer to confirm. In the second study,' subjects

,

were tested six seconds a fter hearing each passage. In this study, accep-,

tance rates were much higher for,explicit items, especially on,',the recog-

nition test. Again, explicit items were accepted More rapidly than infer-
,

ences. In both studies, the reaction time difference was consistent

across 'recognition and verilFica0on tests. The finalotudy compared the

verification of inferences with expl,icit items which were paraphrase

'rather than verbatim copies of the first sentence of the passage. Thus,

for the above example, the explicit version contained the sentence,

The sailor used the'broom to sweep the flgor.

while the implicit version and test item remained unchanged from the pre-
,

vious studies, 9ubjecs heard all the passages before the verification

test of six experimental and six false filler items. While there was no

difference in the acceptance Tates, explicit items were again verified

more rapidly. Singer concluded that since, in hig;studies, inferences

always took longer, even when the test Was delayed and when.the'explicit

items .were only` paraphrases of the original passage, at lease some 'portion

of the inferential processing must Occur at test. Singer took the dif-

ference between explicit and impliCit verification times, about 200 milli-
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seconds, ass ah estimate of the time required for this additiona) proces'sing.

, .
Although'Singer's'results seem to iadicate some inferential processinglo,

.
c

.

., , -,4 . -.4

.,at test, his-interpretation of the Yeactiontime difference as a measure .

of the time taken for: such procesing rests on one father tenuous assume-
-

-,-, ' . . , ,

tion: that reaction times averaged across subjedts or across items-'are
_

'',..

. .

truly representitiv of each subject or item. An alternative interpreta-
,-...

tion is.that a subject makes the inference at comprehension for some pro-

portion of the.implied items, and on thoSe items verifies the test- sentence

as'rapidl-i, as if.At had been explicit (jgnofrng for4the Moment the pos-.

sibility of faster verification for explicit items due to a surface level'

,

match)., For the remainder of the implied ilems, the subject fails to make

the inference at comprehension and must make it at tesf, producing a slower

11verification -than or explicit items. Thus, verification times averaged
/

. , .

,-7...

across subjects or items-would,reflect the praportion of items- for whiCh
0.

...
1

subjects failed to make the inference at comprehension, 'as well as extra

,

,_

processing time required i,,;hen the failure occurs.,
-1

Further, onl in the

, .

initial study was,surface,,similaritAkbetween the study Sentence andtest
,

.
..,-

, -r-
,

. .

probe controlled. in,the first two experimentsi..91 the more recent paper,
__-

the test item was a verbatim copy of the,explicit versa n. In the third,
. ay.

f,

'experiment-, although the syntax of the sentence was changed in order to
, .

alter-word older between the explicit version and the test item, the

lexical form bf all,content words was identical for both versions. Thus,-

in all three of these e'xperiMents, the faster*verification of.expliat.

items could beexplajned in terms-of a better match between the surface

form of the explicit study items'and thttest sentences.
. . .

r

26
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While it is not clear how o reconcile the disparity between the

results of Kintsch and Singer, tAicture is complicted stilj further by

third 1 ipe of_studies which has produced an entirely different result.

The linear ordering-studies Of. Potts (e.g., Potts, 19742.; Scholtz and Pott

. 4,- ,

1974),oave consistently shown that statements which were never presented
, #411mom..

were acpually verifid'more rapidly'than copies of the statements Which
t

were prdsented In.this research,, subjects studied a series of comparative

[ - statements which permitted' the ordering of a list of items on their vtlue

.
41111

'1
on some dimension. Stlipments which compared two items which varied

pl

.
-

.

widely on the dimension wereverified more rap idly thariclose,comparisos,
( . ,

regardless of whether or mot they had been presented.
.

.

Frederiksen (1975a) employed a very different approach to the problem..
w

°P

He reasoned that if'inference Was a vital part of the comprehension pro-
.

cess, then the 'appearance of inferences in recall should increase with

repeated exposures to a passage, since each rereading would .prOide an

opportunity for-funthen inferencing. If, on the other hand,'.inferences

are produced at recall merely to fail] up gaps in memory, thew the appear-

ahce df tnference should decrease with repeated reading of the text,

since as subjects learned More of the text, they would have fewer gaps -to

fill. In t5e study reported", and,another study (1975b) discussed below,

.frelderiksen obtairled results whichtioe interpreted as supportive of the OP: ..

.

,)

1

16ference-at-compreheriion hypothesis,

A Z

e
,

tai.n9a. .Interpretation.of this result

since,.no effect of trials was ob-
. .

..

is complicated by Frederiksen's
A .

.
1

scoring s tem, particdlarly by his distinction between inferred and
.-..

111 .
.

414, elaboratitfe material. Only statement's'"ficessar1ly implied"..by the text
a

-.

Is4rtere classified as infegentialthus, some of the elaboatiphs were-N-644-p
...

ably pragmatic inferences, and aborative Material actually shoWed a-

signiflicant decrease across trills. .iibwever,'evgn if.a significant increase

,.

.
4

4'5
'
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in inferences acro?s trials were founds this would not uneqUivocally sup-

port the inference-at-comprehension position. Suppose that inference oc-

curs at recall. Since inference depends upon both information in t'he text

.

and extra-textual knowledge, if the subject is able to remember more of the

text at recall, he will have a better base for inferencing, and may there-

',

fore produce more Anferences.'

The study by Spiro.(1975) which will be discussed in more-detail in

the next section, clearly demons4rated constructive processes which oc-

,

,curred. after comprehpnsion, since they were produced by a manipulatioq

which occurred after subjects had finished reading the passage. The study

4

demonstrated that constructive processes can occur after comprehension, but

ddes not bear on the isgueOf whether inferencesvnormally occur at com-.

prehension or output.

In summary, he verific4tion latency experiments have produced con-

flicting results, each of which is open to alternative explanations, and

have made little or no progress toward resolving the issue of when infer-
,

ences occur. The studies by Frederik4n and Sp iro also-fail to fix the

temporal locus of infereres at compcoThension or at recall. Perhaps the

question itself is miscast: it seems most unlikely that inferences occur

only at comprehension or outwit. A better approach might be to assume that

inference can-occur at either time, and to study variables which control

whether or not inferences will be made at comprehensionor that influence

inferential processes at butput. The pre.liouc research can be jiiterpreted

ta'show that inferendes are likely to occur at comprehension if they are
4 ,

essential to comprehension (Kinisch, 1574); or if study instructions and

conditions favor elabo4tive processing (Pote's, 1572; Scholtz & Potts, 1574;

3
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Frederiksen, 1972, 1975b).. They will occur during retention or at test if

they did not occur at comprehension, and enough of the text is remembered

to provide the basis for ;onfe nce, or if Ancillary information or test

questions cue them (Sin r, 1976, 1977; Spiro, 1975).

Although the studies reported in this paper do not direciph address the

issue, it seems likely that importance as manipulated in these experimentp

may affect when inferences occur. 4t seems reasonable that the,effect of

importance would be tqkincrease the probability that a subject will make

an inference at comprehension. An output explanation of the effect of

importance on inference is possible, howtver, since importance might act

to increase the probability that the subject will remembkthe explicit

information upon which an inferenceis based, thereby increasing the

probability that 'the inference can be made at the test. A

lavest igat ions of Variables Which.Control Inference

Task manipulations. The most direct task manipulation is simply to

vary the instruction or the task by which subjects are tested. Thus as

discussed above, Gauld and,StePhenson (1967) Were able to greatly reduce
, .

the nuwber of consturctive productions in discourse,recall by instructing

. the subjects to write down only,what they were certain was contained in

the original pass-age. Taking the opposite tack, Brockway, Chmielewski,

and Cofer (1974, Experiment 1) hadsubjec'4 read two brief passages.

(similar to those of Frase, 19691 and then, in separate tasks, the subjects

were asked to recall the. passage and to generate statements about the

passage which were "logical extensions or conclusions, or ideas compatible

with the paragraph, or,associations of any type" gyp. 197),huttcould not ..

,a a

mg,
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include sentences repe ated or paraphrased from the text, 'Independent

4

ra ters judged the generated statements to be reliably less related to the

tex than the free recall.

-Singer 0977) found that subjects gave more affirmative responses '

to inferences, as,we11 as explicit items., when'they.were asked to pdge the
.

truth of a'statement (verification test)2,than when they were asked to

,indicate if a spitence -had appeared in a passage (recognition test). When

. ,
't1

the test Piollowed immediately after the la
010spassage (Experiment II), dif-

ference between acceptance rates in verification and.r&ognition tests was

much greater for than for explicit items. Brockway, ChmieiewL
r

ski, and Cofer (1974, Experiment II) found that 'subjects produced more af-

firmative responses to generated statements related to the original pas-
,

sage when told to indicate whether statements were inferable from the

passage Or when asked to decide whether statements were consistent with

1

,

the passage than when they were to decidre 'If the statement had actually

*occurred in the passage.

_The effect or varying instructions at comprehension has been studied

by frederiksen (1972, 1975b) and Spiro (1975) .fredeeiksen presented

subjects with a 500-work passage adapted from Dawes (1966) with instruc.-

.:

t simply to learn it for &memory test, to think about solutions to

, problems ed' in the passage while learning it for a memoryNteSt, or

.

sire ly to think about solutions to the problems. Subjects who received

the rs two sets oinstructions recalled the passage after each-of four'

- read , Subjects who received-the third set of instructions were not

tested yntiflafter the fourth reading. All subjects were given a surprise

delayed recall, one week later. Frederiksen found some evidence, beginning
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4Nth the second test, that subjects who received the problem tying OA

memory-test instructions produced more inferences,than subjects 1.1c1 re-

ceived the memory test iristir-uctlions. After four readings, and at delayed

'recall, the proportion of recalled material scored as inferential was

higher for theNtwo problem soliing groups than for the memory test only

group.

Spiro (1,975) taldlIppjects.eilher that they were in a meMory experi-

ment or that they were in arr experiment concerning reactions to-interper-

.

'sonal relations and then had subjects read a story about an engaged couple,

:part of which discussed the feeling, eacheach person regarding children.

Some ol the subjects read a version of.,thepassage in which the couple

:was in total agreement to forego a family, while other subjects
4
read a

,passlge version in which disagreement over the issue began a heated de-

_hate. Severalemlinutes after reading the passage, some of..the subjeCts

N
who read each version were casually inforMed that the couple got married and

lived happily ever after, others were told hat the couple had called off

ain, while the remainder

were told nothing of the outcome Of the story. All subjects were, later

the engagement and had never seen each other

given.a recall test fOr the passage after a delak of 2 days, 3 weekq, or

6 weeks. Some of:the subjects received a story and subsequent informa-

tion about tfie'couple which described a scenario which was qbalanced"

(Heider,. 1958) in that it was consonant with knowledge and expectations

about interpersonal relations, while for other subjects the scenario was
4

unbalanced. Spiro was able to predict the sorts oconstrucfiveiprocesses

which wollidoi-be invoked to resolve the imbalance. ,Of more interest here,

however, was the prediction, confiPmed by the results, that the inter-

0
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pei'5o4lal)relations experiment cc" story" mould produce Many more construc-

tiv errOrs. This result obtained because_ subjects, who thought they were
I

in the, interpersonal- relations experiment were more likely to engage their

knowledge of interpersonal relationships than were subjects who were trying

4

'to memorize a passage for a memory experiment.

Taken together this research clearly'and consistently shows a strong

effect of instfuetiont and task on inferential processes.

.TeIct maritipulationsa To date, only Thorndyke ('1977, )976) has studied
41-.1

the effect pf passage organization-on inference. In,Ipq,,OprIA of these

Studies (ip77), orgartization was varied by presentingr'it0.44ment of the
or -

theme apt the beginning or end of a'story, by deleting.the theme, or by

using a descriptive passage devoid.of the temporal and causal relationships
4 ' . ,

. .-
.

..
F-

prapsent in
1

the stories. The sentences'af'the passages were then presented

in normal or random order. Thorndyke found that 'subjects who read the
A ( 'it

more highly organized passages were more likely to falsely recognize items

' whiliih'could be inferred from Ahe text but had.not been explicitly stated..
Thorndyke (1976) has also invAtOgated.the effect of varying the

* 4

plausibilit/ of an inference. Thorndyke prepared passages in which an

inference- priming sentence'such as,

The hamburger chain owner was afraid, his love for french

fr.ies would /ruin his marriage.

was followed later by a continuation sentence which increased the plausi-
t

bility of a likely inference (the "experimental" condition) or by a con-
.

tinuation sentence which did not affect plausibility (the "control" condi-

tion). Thus, when the experimental continuation,

do

3''



the haMbu er chain owner decided to oin Wei ht-Watchers

in order t save his marria e.

I

1 '2 7

followed the in erence-priming sentence shown above,. the plausibility of

the appropriate nference,.

The hamburger chain owner was ver fat.
i

..-:

was increased, wh )e the plausibility of the inappropriate inference,

The harilliurge chain owner's wife didn't.like french fries.'.

was reduced. The lausibility of the neutral inference,

The hamburger chain owner got his french fries free.

was unaffected. On the other hand, when-the inference-pr1ming sentence

was followed later by the control continuation sentence,

.The hamburger chain owner decided to see a marriage couselor

in order to save his marriage.
/".

the.plausibility of all three inference types remain unchanged. Ttiorndyke's

first study (1976, Experiment I) showed that, when asked to write inferences,

subjects who read the experimental passage version more often produced the

appropriate inferefte than the neutral inference, and less frequently

produced the inappropriate inference.' Plausibility ratings reflected the

A

same effect: the appropriate inference was rated most plausible and the

inappropriate inference was rated ,least plausiblt. Subjects who read the

control passage version produced all three inference types equally'often

and rated them equally plausible. The second study tested recognition.

Subject: were instructearto respond affirmatively to those items expli`citly

stated in the passage and to reject items which-t4uld be inferred. The

false recognition rate for subjects who read the experimental passages .

was-highest for appropriate and lowest for inapprOpriate inferences. ND.

a

0
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differences obtain4/for subjects who read the control versions.

,

, , , .

These studies represent a solid beginning to the investigation df"the
,

effect of text variables, but they are clearly lust a 'beginning. The ef-

fect of most text variables upon inference has yet to be subjected to
,

informed speculation,, let alone empiiical investigation. A great deal

of research has shown thal the important aspects of texts are rememberAl

while less important aspects are forgotten. Importance, whether measured

by subjective ratings 614141,text struetu analysisti has proven to be a power-

ful determinant of the recall of explicitly stated material in text. It

seems reasonable that it should airs() affect inference.

Importance: An Important Text Variable 4

The effect of importance on memory for text. The early research on

memory, for connected discourse of Binet and Henri and others soon revealed

that when a group of subjects recall passages, some elements.of the pas-

sages are recalled by most Subjects, while other elements are recalled by

almost no one. The items which most "subjects recaped were judged by

the'researchers to be more closely related to the. theme of the passage, or

. '

mare important. For example, Newman (1939) tested recall immediately after

reading a-passage or after a retention intetval of several hours of sleep

pr waking. He found that'"ess'ential" story elements were better recalled

at the immediate test that "unessential" story elements; and that the

essential elements showed muck less forgetting across the longer retention

intervals:. Gomulicki (1956) investigated the immediate recall of prose

passages from 15 to 200 words., He found that although subjects-were able

to recall the sh&rter passages verbatim, they were only able to recall

the, more important aspects of the longer passages.

34
S
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'Johnsop (1970) developed a direct method of measuring importance.

Subjects were presented with a text that had previouslyfbeen segme;ted into

pausal units (units between which pauses would be acceptable) and tpld
4

-thatvhilesome'of the units were central and es'sential to the passage,

Others were of little importance and could be deJeted with little or no

damage to the passage. The subjects were-then°told td indicate those

units ihich were (east .important and could therefore best be deleted.

Different groups of subjects were told to delete 1/4, 1/2, and 3/4 of the

/pausal units, and the number of subjects who deleted a given unit became

the measure of importance. The passage was then administered to a second

group with instructions to learn it. Importance was found-to be a strong

determinant of recall over retention interval.s anging up to 63.days.

A systematic, formal account of imi!ibrtance,..came with the development.

of text structure models. Meyer and McConkie (1973) used a simple and

intuitive method bfdiscourse structure analysis. They had graduate

students outline a passage, and then converted the outlines to tree struc-

tures: From these tree structures, three measures of the importance, of an

idea Unit in the.structure of the passage were developed: a hierarchy

depth score, which'measured,how high in the hierarchy the unit occurred;

a units beneath score, which measured the number of.units which were be-

neath the given unit in the'hierarchy; and a combined -hierarchy score, ,

whictikcombined the abciveftwo measures, equally weighted; into a single,
. ,

unified measure. Significant effects, upon recall were found for all three

measures. Further, when significant effects of serial position and rated

'importance were found, these turned out to be largely due to the correla-

tion of those factors with hierarchical importance.
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Kintsch has replicated the'recults of Meyer and McConkie (1973),

46

using his more format proposition descriptio*. Kintsch's (Kintsch &

Keenan, 1973) propositional rank is essentially equivalent to Meyer and

Mcdonkie's hierarch.ydepth score, and Kintsch's counting pf descendant

propositions is analogous to Meyer and McConkie's units beneath score.

( Using Kintsch's system, McKoon (1977) was-able to demoritrate that impor-

tant items are better recognized than uninIortant items.

Both Meyer and McConkie (1972) and ntschand Keenan (1973) tested

the effect of importance "usinrj different Portions of the same passage

with different importance values; theref e importance was confounded'

with the material 'involved.- Mejler (1975) eliminated this confounding by

writing two versions of a passage such t hat a target paragraph, which

occurred in identical form and position in each,passage version, was very

important in one version, and quite unimportant in the.other version.

Imporpor ance was determined by height in a hierarchical text Structure.

deri by an analysis system based on a propositional text grammer which

Meyer had developed from Grimes' (1975) system. Again, importance aided

recall, since the target paragraph was better recalled when it had been

presented in the passage version in which it was important. The effect of

importance was strong and significant on an immediate.recall test, and a

one week !delayed free recall revealed that the target pas'sa9e suffered

less forgetting when it was important.

- Similar results have been found using the story grammar method of

discourse analysis developed by Rumelhart (1975). Story gramMars have been

developed to provide a schema-theoretic account'df text structure (see

Rumelhart & Ortony,-1977). Rumelhart (1977)anal.ized stories' into
0-
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hie'rarchical structures and presented them to subjects who had to recall ,

or summarize them. Those story elements which were more important id terms

of position id'the'hierarchy were more likely to be recalled or included

in summaries.

Importance and levels of processing. Although little attention has-

been paid to the explanation of why important materials are better reC;lleolif

one 'possibility is that subjects identify the important elements of the

passage and spend more time or effort encoding those elements. The,,levels

of processing notion of Anderson (1970, 1972) and Craik and Lockhart (19724

Craik, 1973) can be applied to e4plain better recall of Important elements

in terms of deeper or more meaningful encoding.

Important elements are semantically encoded and elaborated into a

rich and durable memorial representation. Unimportant elements are, in

general, processed only to the depth necessary to deter mine that they

are relatively unimportant, and are, in any case, not as deeply or'elab-

oratively processed as the important elements. The skilled reader,

realizing that he or she has a'limited processing capacity and cannot

deeply encode all the inforfiation in the text during reading (Frederiksen,

1972, 1975a, 1975b), identifies an abitract (Gomilicki, 1956) or core of

.,./goportq.nt material for deep encoding. Since important felements are more

deeply encoded, they are less subject to forgetting, an advantage that

4-
,increases with the. Cetention interval (e.g., Newman, 1939; Meyer, 1975).

However, more semantic., eleborative processing of important materials

should lead not only to better.memory for the material that was explicitly
w

.

stated, but also to increased/ inferential processing. I have argued

throughout this paper that readers cannot drdw all possible inferences,
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just as they cannot deeply encode all the explicit material. Therefore,

the reader will select the important elements for inferential elaboration;

or, puttanbther why,: the reader will be more likely, to make an inference

if it is importaiit.

A
Pichert and. Anderson (1974 offer a slightly different account

of the effect of importance: they argue that,subjectS encode ,ext by

using it to instatiate or fill tie slots in preexisting knowledge struc-

tures called schemata. Important material .is important and better remem-

bered because it fills a slot in the schema that is being instantiated

during reading. By this account, impoirtant inferences would be made in

order.to fill slots left unspecified in the text.

Importance as an inherent aspect of text: _ Some snags. A common ).

feature of discourse structure analyses, including those of Kintsch and

Meyer, as well as others such as Frederiksen (1972,.1975c) and.Crothers

(1472) is that they treat text structure as though it were an inherent

Attribute of the text. Thus, Kintsch and Meyer derive a measure of the

importance of an element of a text from the position of that element

in the structure of the text. Such an approacip can only be psychologically

adequate if the meaning of text is in fact invariant across subjects and

/

contexts. These resaPrchers almost certainly never meant to imply that

context Ald subject factors could be ignored in- the repirentatiOn of

text, and the implication is.gurely false. Bransford and Jphnson'(1972)

and Schallert (1976) have demonstrated the importance of context. Brans-

ford and Johnson showed thpt a vague, opaquely written passage which in

isolation seemed nonsense and was very poorly recalled 'could become per,-

'fectly sensible'and easily recalled when given the proper title or iIlus-

,
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tration as context. Schaliert showed that the 'same ambiguous passage

_ could be given two very different meanings wheri precedelpby different

title contexts.

Anderson, Reynolds, Schallert,and G.1"etz (in press) used ambiguous

passages similar to those of Schallert,(1976) to show the effect o )reader

interest and knowledge on the interpretatifim of text. They fourra; or

instance, that upon reading a passage that was ambiguous between adge-.

scription of a card game and 'an acgount of an instrumental quartet-prac-

'trce, music students were far more likely to construct the latter triter-
-.

pretation than were physical eclOcation students.- Pichert and Ande*:.b

(1577) shave demonstrated the 'effect of reader perspective on the

rated importance and recall of idea units in text. One Of their pasages

was a story about two boys who played hooky from school and went to play

at the home Of one or the boys. The passage contained some information

which would beof special interest to a prospective home buyer (e.g.,

information about new house siding, a fireplace, and 6 damp and musty

L.

basemetit), and other information which. would be more likely to interest

a burglar (e.g., information about the existence and location of 10-speed

'J
bicycles and a, color television, and the,fact that no one was home on

Thursdays). A rating study was conducted in which different groups of

subjects 'were asked to read the passage and rate the importance Of,jelea

units from the perspective of a hoMe buyer.or from lhe perspective of a

burglar. A control group was told nothing about perspective. If 6por-

tance were an inherent aspect of text, as implied. by existing text anal-

ysis systems, then assigned perspective s urd have had no effect on fated

importance and the rank order correlation of the rated importance of
\
\

.
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idea units between groups should have approached +1. ThiS prediction was

clearly discoftfirmed'by low intergrou'p correlatient' In a relied study,

subjects who had been gssigned to one of the perspective conditions read
-,-74....,

7 the passage and later recalled it. , The importance ratings from a given
,

' . --. ,
.

-
perspective were_the best predictors of the recall of subjects who read the

... IF
pattage froft that perspective.

ti

The Present Study .

- -
-

s
Two experiments Are reported, in which the effect of importance was

.
II.

tested. Although difference's between the knowledge and -interertS or per-
.- .

,
spective of readers were emphasized in the research of.Anderson et ale

P

'(in press) and Pichert and Anderson .(1977), there is also a Marge
-

body of knowledge, opinion, and belief which is shared icy Most members 4911'

a culture. Impdrtance can be manipulated by tapping these commonalities.

For example, most personsview-a fatal plane crash as; more impOrtiaent than

a routine weather delay. Therefore, an action or4tventiNhich prevent$

a person from boarding a ddomed plane'is likely to be viewed as .more im-
. ' . . .

o
A

portant than if the same actioror event merely reduced time:spent

waiting for a delayed flight.

in the experiments that-are rep

I portarie Was manipulated- in this manher

rted in this paper.

... .
.

in tht present,tudies,
7

iMportan.t, and
-

,unimportant'vassage versions
I

(
4 .

J
%

}' 4, .

were constructed lthatAtheplausibjlity.*oflIthe inference; Which was in-

vestigated by Thorndyke (1976),dfd not Vari: ,In the `story' about the
-

businesswoman; the cause of her tardiness N- is quite important inthe
Alb

version shown in-Figuce j, since this event savedher.life by making

miss a flight that, crashed (5).. By contrast, this implication is..Much less
-

significant itn the unimportant version in which it mecelyreduced her wait

% 4')
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.1th ?
i

.for a de yed
flight. The fact that the .planer crashed in the important

, ,,-
,

21. '
version, however d id nothing to affet-i'he pl aus i b i 1 i lit of the, I.4,nv'

.
ted'

. . . 7
inference, that She was late because sh' stopped to talk to her

.

sori., ,since*, -, ,.

whfrthet a ,plane cashes or runs 'behind schedule is not related in any s,y-
ii.,...'

. -

..-laaOt'way,, to whether a potentikal pa,ssange4 is late due to family dis-

1/4

,, .

-zcussions, traffic problems, chance ;reunions with old friends, or any .vther t 4
'

pos 'ble cause of lateness" a,
1

n addition to imporAiinee*, two other "var iableg were studied. Sal ience

of the premise was varied by changing the amount of detail Aft4emPhasis
. 40, ....

..
given to th

.

terial that cued the specific target 414Apce. Explicit -. .:

ness pf the target was varied in ordelPto, provide a control, ondition in
, -

which the target had Seen explic. irn stated. .. Ar
It

- I n .Experiment 1, recognition was tes-tAd4rig a Jour-a I terna t ive
II t

p

mul t ipl e-chojce qest : After selecting an answer, the .subjtct ratedle Ca

-

. .,e 1, 6,/,,,
c)asenes9 of this answtr to the original ,passage., The majdr prediction

f.

, was that importOce would increases the probability of-an inferente being
.

,

. . , ..
.

.

made., This would 6 e riflected-by a greater'proportion, correct on the
2

implied target, quest ions for importanAlAssage versions than for unimpor-
-

4, i'''iNg1/1ecsions. A 'imilar effect Of importance was predicted for subj5cts .
fifit

A° read the stated versions, as' thi s: resul t would replicate Mt Koon (.197'4

f> ..1. A. C
- an4 be in- line with the results, obtained by Johnson (197q

.
, 'Meyer and-

.' w ..

lit Conkie' 096), and Kintsch and'Keenan,11973). Furither, for those in-
/' ..-

,

ferences correctJy recognized, if was'predicted that- the subject would

k.0

more likely to ra.fe iMportanf inferences as having occurred In the/pas-

- -, ,

Sa9 , whi'di 'would he cwisistAKI'Ath the inferpretiki n that the effec't
. -. .

, .,of importfce was to increase the probability that an inference would be ,,
,,

,t_

made at pebding.,

p

4

?*,
2

A II

r '
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$'Sallence of the premsie should only have,an.effect when the target

must:be inferred; so a signifi nt effect of salience was Predicted.only
N

.

rr

for subjeCts who read implied' versions. 4

Recognition of premise material and mataial Jaried'to crate the.
.

importante manipulation was also tested, and the conditional probability.

of answering the target question correctly' given.that the premise and/or

importance manipulation question had been answered correctly, was computed.

'C f effect of.impOrtance were 'found, one possible explanation wold be.

. .

that importance served to improve the probability that an inference could
,

be made at test b.< raisiig the abiliti that a subject would retain

,4,': at' test the information needed ile tinterence.- If this were true,
..,

,
.

1r
recognition Of the premise niaterial should be-better fot important than;

, .

_unimportant versions, bOt the probability'of correctly answering the target
el

question, conditiona,upon a collrect answerldthe,premise question, should
f

.. 10
be unaffected.by importance.

,
The conditioner probL-ipilities were 4ed. 'to

, ..
. ). ,

examine this and other hypotheses:. : "..

P . 1 4. AZ , . .. ,

1. . 1 .

Fillet questions which tested Memonj fow,' material unrelated. to.the
t . .

441 .

,

in feren e were also rnclu d ed. I f ;he effect-of iMpdotance was' Ab increase
$

the interest and memorability of the entire story, fhesp Inter questionso ,

,, t,,,
'-...4_,

would also shOw thecimport'ance effect'.' NO effect was. predicted,*..

i
.

. . ^ A , A
. . .. , . .

. -Expei-iment Il.was a.replisetion of Experiment 1 using a cued reicall
)..

''s .411Kt.A15111r Major predictions, were thei;same.for,ExperiMent II as for Ex-

'periment I.

7,

A

t
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CHAPTER II

EXPERIMENT I

. ilk
I ' '

Design,. A six-way mixed factorial.design was-used with importance of

the target '(irilportant vs. unimportant) as the within-subjects factor, and

salience of the premise (high vs. low) and explicitness of the target

(stated vs. implied) as between-subjects factors. Two subject status vari-

ables were analyzed, grade level (ninth and tenth, graders vs. eleventh and

twelfth graders), and verbal ability (low vs. high). Subjects were assigned

to verbal ability/conditions independently for' th'e two grade levels. List

(A vs- B) was ailltween-subjects factor used to cou balAnce importance

Wi th ipia6 sages .

N.%

Subjects. The subjects were 184'high school students from rural

' east Central Illinois. high school with an approximate enrollment of 220..

,-

They were.run in groups of 15 to 30 students.

Materials. Six sets of passages were created such tflatall passage

6
version within a set shared the same target inference. The passages,

-ranging from 500 to 52Q words,in Length, were all fictional stories. Each

passage set consisted of eight passage versioris,.one for each combination

of importance salience, and-exFlicitnefs. Passage sets were constructed

so that withLn a set the target iriference was always the same and the various

versions were as. similar to each other as possible, given the changes required

by the.experimental manipulations. For example, 'for Passage 'Set 1, the im-

portant salient- stated version of which is shown inFigure 1, the only

difference between stated and implied versions is that the former includes
.41

an expliqtfstatement of the target inferencr:

She was late because she'd stopped to talk to her son.
AO

4 3'

a
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. ...

shown at (41, in Figure 1, which does not appear in the implied, versions.

The impop.rtant and ugimportant-versions differ only in t4-le final para-

4111
a°

a

graph and or" to the extent .necessary to vary the importance of the, target
a .

inference. in the important version of Passage Set 1, the main character.

misses hers original flight which, she later discove4,,trashes into the

,
mountains killing'all aboard. Instead of thit material, which appears at

.

38

(5), the unimportant versions state that:

- She was told that her flight had been delayed in New York and

woutd not part until '3:30 p.m. To kill the'time, she stopped

off at the coffee shop for-a late lunch and a copy of, Business'

Week magazine. During the flight she studled .some material on a

ftoduct introPuce4 poly the day before. When she'arrived in Sap

Francisco, a misty rain was sweeping in off the bay.
"

-

Thus, in the imRortadt verstons, the inference that she rook time out to

talk to her son iS importantebecause this act, saved her life. In the un-

important veilsiOn, the only'effeet of her= talking to her son is a reduction

sio

in the time she spent wain j g at'jhe .44,irport. For each passage set, impor-

tant lit unimportant yersions were matched/77r- the number of words.

lit

Salience,of the-pgamies was alSo Marapulated. \Thus, at (2) in the
Pm ..

, ,
\ .

highly salienOyerfsion of Passage`-Set 4-, the main character remembers that

*
p
4

*
.. ,

she had promised to talk.to her son. By contrast the lessssallent versions
-

, a

state that: $

el a ,

'As she finished packing, Joan Temembered that her oldest son had
4

t

Wore:4 wanted Oip talk to ,her she ,Left 't
, lo ., . /

Important and unimportant versions of different passage topics were

rlindomly assigned to lists: the'important versions of Passages 1, 2, and 5

.

S
r

9
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and the unimportant' versions. of Passages 3, 1.t, and 6 appeared, in 1,4st A;

the unimportant versions of Passages 1"and 5 and the important ns

,

of Passes 3, 4, and 6 appeared ,in List B., Study ).:::oklets containing
0 ,*

O

passage from each passage set were constructed from both, lists for each of

the fdur combinations of salience and explicitness. Within the study booklets,

passages were ordered using ten random orders selected under the'folldwing

constraints: (a) for any order, no more than two important or twd.unimpor-...

tant passage versions occurred consecutively, lb) across all ten Orders, each

passage topic appeared in each position at least once and not more than,

twice, (c) acrosw all ten orders, important and unimportant versions ap-

peared equally often in every position. 1
411kFiv fouralternative multiple-choice questions were prepared for each, .

.

passage set. The qpestions for Passage-Set I are shown in Figure 2. Each

'set of questions. included one target inference question, one gr two'premise

Or questions; a question whichcovered the information that was included in the

importance manipulatibp, and as many (one or two) unrelated filler questions
N,

40 were needed to bring the total to five. The target questions querried

`the inferences which are the focus of the passages. The premise questions

re Iated to the ,information which pointed toward the target inference, and

th 1 portance manipulation questions covered the part bf the story which

was changed in' order to manipulate the importance of the target. The

questions, appeared one to a page in test booklets in which the questions for

each passage were blocked together. For each subject, the blocks repeated

the order of the passages in the 6tudy booklet. Within blocks, the order

of the questions was the same for all subjects, with the target question

alway( first' and the importance'maniOulation question always last. Each .

A

lgo

2
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Figure 2

Recognition Questions for Pas,sageSet 1,

A Career in Sales

Experiment I

Target Question

1.; Joan was late to the airport beCause:

a. she got a call from her exhusband.

b. she ran into some old friends.

c. she got caught in traffic.

AO

d. she had to speak with her son.

Premise Questions

. As JOan finished packing she remembered:

a. That she was expecting a call from her husband,

b. that she and her son were supposed to have a.talk.

1

40

c. that she had to call the airport to confirm her reservation.

d. that she had to call her friends in San Francisco..

4. When Joan started packing:

a. she barely had enough time to make it to the airport.

b. she had plenty of time to pack before her flight.

c. she knew that she would be late to the airport.

d. she realiz at she hact already missed her 'flight.

-as
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Figure 2 ( o tinued)

. ,

'Importance Manipulation Question

. -

5. Joan's otiginal 2 o'clock flight to San Francisco:

a. departed late due to a Alay in New York.

. b. departed late .due to fog at O'Hare.

c. crashed into the mownnins north of Denver.

d. crashed ddring takeoff at D'H'are..

..

Filler Question

2. Joan's career 'in sales

a. was moving ahead just as she hasi planned.
a

b. was lagging behind her expeCtations.

s

17,

.

c. had'progressed much faster thaji.she had expected.

d. had recovered somewhat after a shaky start.

Numbers indicate the orderin whic'h ,the questions

appaared in the test, booklet.

4 t
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question was immediately followed by the following 4-point scale on which lee,/

subject was asked to rate how close the answer he or she selected was to the'

original story: '

1. Exact quote from the'-stori

211 Paraphrase of the story.

3. directly implied by the story

4. Consistent with the story.

NitThis rating was intl'uded cause the comparison of greater interest was

between impor,tant and unimporta(t versions for the impl ed target qdestions.

Traditional recognition is not ideally suited to this comparison,,since it

was developed to test theoability to correctly identify stimuli which have

previously been enikuntered,and in the present oase, the subject had not

seen thie target in either condition of the comparison of interest. If.sub-

.
.t,..

yo...

.jects make Lnferences at reading, they should be. more likely to think the

inferences were stated in the original pdcsage than if they make the inference

only at the testt. The prediction was that the subjects would be more likely

to Make inferenceAe4uring reading' if they were important, and that this

effect would be reflected in their ratings..

The Wide Range Vocabulary Test (French, Eckstrom; 6 Price, 1963) was

used to assess verbal ability.

Procedure. The,study instructions diredied the subjects to read and think

about each story, since they would later be given a test. Following instruct

t'ions, subjects were given 3 minutes to read each story. At the conclusion
,

of the sixth story, the Wide Range Vocabulary Test was administered. Sub-

jects were told-that there would be no penalty for guessing, that they k

'should not spend too much time on any'one item since'the prob biy would not

1
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have enough time to finish. The subjects were given 4 minutes for the test.

-Finally, the subjects were given the recognition test. The Subjects were

instructed to select the answer they thought was correct based on the story,

and to choose an answer for every question, even if they had to guess.

They were also asked to rate how close the answer they selected was to the

original .story on the rating scale printed beneath each question. Subjects

worked at their own pace, but were enjoined to answer, the questions ib

order without looking ahead or going back.

Results
r

Three types of measures were analyzed: (1) proportion correct,

(2) conditional probabilities, and (3) ratings. Unless otherwise stated, all

analyses of variance reported in this section*were conducted employing a

six -way mixed factorial design with subjects as the replication factor,

grade level, verbal ability., list, explicitness, and salience as between- 4

subjects factors; and importance as a within-subjects factor.

Proportioneaorrect. Proportion torrect scores were ca'culated for each

of the fbur questio jypes,.target,premise, importance manipulation, and

filler. 1%:a_ch case, two Scores were calculated for each subject by col-

lapsing across the three important and three unimportant passages. .Signifi-

cant effects foria11 four measures are summarized in Table 1. In all of the

analyses,0410in effects were found for grade level and verbal ability, re-

flecting the fact that subjects from the ninth and tenth grades and those

with low verbal ability scores answered fewer questions correctly.

Target. The focus of thestudy was to test whether manipulating

)

the importance of an Inference would affect the probability that it wbuld be

made. -The proportion of tare.4 questions answered correctly provided the
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Table
A

Summary of Significant- F-values for the Proportion Correct-Measure-for

the Four Question Types, ExperimeAt I

I r

Effects-

Question Type

.

Target -Premise
Importance

Filler
Manipulation

Importance of.Target (I)

Salience of the Premise (S)

Explicitness of the Target

(B)

41110 Grade (G)

Verbal Ability (VA) -

, 4-IxE
lip

5.4*

32.7*

6.2*

5.6*

4. 1

:MO

12.5**

44.7**

7.5**- 5.3*

4.7*,. 15.0** 4.9*

I , x VA 9.4**

I x List (L) 4.2* 6.8**

S x E 6.4

IxGxL
I x S x VA 4.3*

x S x L 7.1

IxExL 8.8*

S x E x VA 5.4:; 4.2*

S x E x G x VA 5.7* 12.2 11.0;,*

*p < .05

**p < .01

'a
Degrees of freedom for all F-values were 1,153.
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most'clirect measure of the hypothesis. Table 2 shows the mean proportion

correct for ech importance, salience, and explicitness condition.

The effect sj. importance (Important = .86, Unimponitant = .83) was not

. significant overall. However, the major prediction was that importance would
.Ts

have an effect on the probability that an inference would be'made. Since

the target was only an inference for thesimplied condition, the critical test

of importance applied.only to the implied condition. Consistent with this

'prediction, a significant Importance X Explicitness interaction was found.

Simple effects analyses of this interaction revealed that the important

passages produced significantly higher scores than the unimportant passages

for the lied condition (Important = .81, Unimportant = .74), F(1,152) =

7.2, p < .01. Thus, the importaRte of the target inference had a signifi-

cant effect on the probability that the inference would be made/ Importance

had no effect when the target was explicitly stated (Important = .91,

\Unimportant = .92), F(1,152) = 0.3, possibly because of ceilin effect.

. As expected, target questions were more often correct nswered when

they had been stated than implied (.92 vs...70), and When the Premise was

highly salient than when the premise was less salient (.88 vs. .82).

Simple main effects tests on the significant Salience X Explicitness inter-

action shold that the effect of salience was highly significant for the

implied condition (Low = .71, High = .84), F(19152) = 13.6, p < .01, and

fatal absent for the stated condition (Low = .92, Hi.* = .92), F(1,152) =

.02.E Salience X Explicitness X Verbal Ability interaction reached signif-

icnce, apparently betause the Salience X Explicitness interaction held only ,

.

for low.verbal ability students.

4
A.

4SP

I



Table 2

Meap Proporticin Cdrrect for the

Target Questions, Experiment I

4-6

f

Explicitness of
the target

Salience of
the'premise

impor*ance of the target

, Important .Unimportant Total

High .90 .93 .92 ,

Stated Low .92 .92 .92

Total .91 ,92 .92

High .88 .79 : .84

Implied Low' .75 .68 .71

Total .81 .74 .78,

High .89 .86 .88

Total Low .84 .80 .82

Total .83

et

.,0

A
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Two interactions involving list may seem to cloud the issue.' The

.Importance X Lis( (Table 3A) interaction seems to indicatea reversal in the

importance effect between lists. Howevel', list was merely a counterbalancing

factor, and, for either list, importancewas confounded with -passages. A

consistent -trend for importance was observedhen the data were ordered by

passages (Table 3B). The 'significant.Importance X Explicitne'ss

action also can be tieced to differences among passages,. and is of no con-
-

sequence. One fourth-ordei- interaction reached signi'cance.

Premise. For the analy&is of premise questions, neither the im-

portance nor explicithess of the target produced a.significant effect.

Surprisingly, salience of the premise had no effect on recognition of jmhe

premise. The only significant second-order interaction was the Importance

X List interaction which'resulted from a difference in the difficulty of the

p groups.

Importance manipulation. This analysis involved questions which

querried the portion of the passage which 'was chl "nged in order to manipulate

the importACe-of the target. The proportion of these questions correctly

answered was much higher for the important.than for the unimportant coh-
i

dition (.931i vs. .79). The effect of list' (A = .83k p = .89) `approached

significance,(p = .06Y, while explicitness and salience were not .significant.
. .

The significant Importance X Verbal Ability interaction was subjected
1

to simple main effects analyses which showed that the difference between

high and low verbal ability subjects was not eigniJicant for important items,

F(1,152) = 2.2. Differences in verbal ability were highly significant for
%.

.

unimportant items, F(1,1525 = 27.8, p < .01- _The_significan0(mpOrtance X

Salience X Verbal abiliity interaction could be attObUted to eAe markedly

53

t
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vA11144'

Cell 'leans for the Interaction of 1.151 and

rinportanee on the Proportion Correct

for the Targei.Question, Experiment 1

f-

Lei st

A

Important

Unimpertant

' .92 .8ft

75 .91
.

4. °

Tall 38

Cell Means for the Interaction of list 46
Importance on the Proportion C9rpect for

the Target Question, Reordered'by
Passages, Experiment 1*

Passages'

1,2,5 ,, 3,4,6

Important

Unimportant_

.92(A .80(0

-.91(8)' .75(A)

*List membership shown n parentheses
ro A
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, . .., .

depressed siNrete.of '10 verbal .ability people on difficult .un inipor tant para-

d ,-graphs..
iliik

1 .

ThtImptortance Li-st 'intera tion.Was.signi?icant. .taio, this was

due to.differences in the diffituity Of the pasges. The effect of impor-
.-

.tance was consistent 'croS's the two passage groups.

j*
. Filler. None of tlie main effects of the experimental' factors ap-

:

proadied significance, F(1,152) < 1, in all cases. 4

rs4'
, 'Condi probabilities. In each passage set, the premise contajned

. information t was needed, to make t ge inference, and mpor e
,

ai

hlooOrt inferd the itanc. .

-mnpulation served to estatllsh the importance of the inference. It
. ile,

. ,

= therefore deCided fo examine the prob.ab lify of correctly answering the tar-

r
get items condiTionl ult,ia correct answer of 1) the premise question,

(2) the importance manipulation quest ion,' and .(3)'both°tHellremi'se andjhat
.

.,-

4....:. :importance manioulatiOn questions. Analyses of variance were conducted on
A ...

..

ll vo

the conditional -probabilities. A .summary of all significant effects for
.

'

. --,

. *_..... the 'three meaidreS iSnOwn in Table 4.

Pas,vages 1 and 2 had two premise' questions. 'for these passages, the

e
.

,
premise was counted correct' only if both questions were iorrectly answered

.... .

.. probability
0

For the probability of correctly answering a target dquestion, given that the

.

premise kuest Ion was correctly answered, the main' effect of importance' ..-

"(Important = .87, Unimportant ='-v84) did not reach signifiCance.i.However,

further analyses of the sigAVicant ImportanCe X Explicitness inte-a,cijoneNanalyses

.

revealed 4hat n%nipulliting importance made a significant difference for
e I

implied versions (important .84, Unimportant = .75), P(1,149) =

p < AO, but not for stated versions (importarA .91, Unimportant =

r '
F(J,1411P < 1. Similarly, the Sal ience X EXplAci toes erait ion resulted

.. .

41.5 f Y.

II

.4,
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Table 4

e!.

, Summary of Significant F-1011
.OrT

for Three Conditional. Probabilities; Experiment I

s V
Conditional Probabilit ies

Effects

.
*

0
Pi(Target

Premise )

1 0,

-P(Target1
4 Importance 1.3

Manipulatiom)

4P4TaegeilPremis,e

and Importances
Rapipulation).

Explicitness of the

Tarwgt:(E):

.

33.4** 21: 2**

Grade (G) S :4.4*

Verbal Ability (VA1 4.5,* 5.6*

ItoortanCe'of the

.*rget (I) x E 5.7*.

I x List .(1.) 88.3t 039.4** .75.5**

Salience of the ,

Premise (S) x E

x VA

IxEtX1.4"

SxExVA

SxGxL

-ExGx+

IxExGX1Th

S x E'x G x VA

5.0

4.i*

7 :6**_ .

6.34*

17.8%1

5- e
(2

-05

'ey:E <

a
Probability of answerinq 'the to

that the /premise question was answered
forthese F-values were 1,149.

.correCtly given

orl-ec ly Degrees of freedom

1-
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Table 4 (Continued)

bProbability rif answering the target quesebn correctly given

that the impprtance mancpulatiom-question, was answered correctly.

Degrees of freedom for these F-Nolues were 1,144.

.

c Probability of answering the target question correctly given.
.

that the.pregise and importance mani,pulatilinCRiestions were answered

correctly. Delves of freedom for these F-values were 1,131. .

4

7-

ti

a
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from the'-significant simple main effect of salience for the implied versions#
(Low =

-

High = :84), F(1,149) = 8.3, p < .01, and the'absence of a sali-
,

ence effect for stated versions (Low = .94,1Hlgh = .91), F(1,14) < 1.

Overall, the main effect of salience failed. significance. , The conditional
_4 -... -

lc
1 . ,

. -

probabili,ty was much higher for stated thallirliplied,targets (.93 vs. ,79).

The -importance X,List and Importance X Explicitness X fist :interactions were

k*4.4c,aused isy a difference in the difficulty of the passages. Themain effects 4

of verbal ability and grade level,'as well 'their significant econd-

order in'teroction were caused by the poor performanCe of the inth and tenth

graders with lowverbal'ability scores.

In theanalysis of the probability of correctly answering the target

ques.tion given that the importance manipm4atian was correctly answered, the

.

only experimental variable which produced a main effect was explicitness,

6

as explicit versions resulted.(in higher conditional probabilities (.93

vs. .77). The importance X Explicitness interaction only atipFoached 6idly

1.

nigicance, F(,44) = 3.2, p-= .08; however, the 9implemain effect,of

1
im rtan was again significant for passages in which the 'target was

implied (Important = .$1, Unimportant = .74), F(1,144): = 4.4, p < .05.

Differences in the difificulty of the pasages'produced significant Im-

portance f List and Importance X EXplicitness X List interactions. The
e %" s-

Salience X Explicitness interaction was significant and the salience main
II se

.

effect apRroached significance, F(1,144)-= 1:0, p = .09, .as ,ighly salient

premises produced higher conditional probabilitiqs in theimplied condi-

r" . .

',ItIon (Hign = .84, Low 1.70) . -

For the analysis of the probability Ahat the target 'question Teas

. ,

,.....
-

--1

correctly answered, given that both the premise and importance manipula-
, .

r

0 3

0

(
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t4on questions were correctly answeted, the critical, importance X Explicit-
. AP

53

Aness interaction again reached_significance, as the impo-rtant passage ver-

sions produced higher condi9onal 'probabilities than did the unimportant
No'

versions for the implied condition (.84*vs. .7.7); butepportance produced no

effect when /the target- was stated. The Salien X.ExplicItness interaction

reached significance as highly-salient premises increased the conditional

probability for implied targets (:85 vs. .76), but notfor stated targets.

_ Passages in which the target was stated produced much,higheTscores than im-

plied passages (.53'vs. .80) while the main effects of both importance' and

salience faired significance. Once again differences in the difficulty of

the passages were reflected in significant Importance X List and Importance

X Explicitness X List i4eraceions. The main effects Of 'grade level and verl

dal ability failedisignifiAnce, but their second-order,interaction Was sig:

s nificant, due -to the poor derlowance of iow verbal ability ninth and tenth-

grade students.
(

'Ratings. The subjects'ratings were-subjected to analyses of variance._

.., . ,

These ratings-indicated the perceived closeness of the selected alternative
A r

to the passage-on the following. scale:

l ='Exact Oote from the story

2 r ParapWase of the story 3

3 *NDirectlY implied by the story

14 ...
4 = Consistent wi/h the,story. ' . :4.

. .4-

It should be Toted than lower ratipgs indicate greater perceived closeness.

,

Only the ratings of correcay.answered items were entered in thr analyses.
4P 4' , $

In order to be inch ed in ari analysis, a subject was.Aequired to have at
...

..
,

,

least one correct response for each tmpartance conditon., Significant
e

effects from analyses of variance on ratings of the target; premise, and
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' hiportance manipulation questions are summatiledinIable 5.
, .

A.

a

Target. Table 6 shows the mean rating for each combination
.

of importance, sal,ience, andkexplicitnTss. 'When thelearget had beeh stated,

it was rated As much closer to the presented %text than when it had beep

implied (1.90 vs. 2.56), F(1,145) = 50.6, p < .01. The fact that the

' ratings were ,sensit.ive to this manipulation provides eviden4.for the

validity of this measure,
-k .

-

.

The most interesting comparison produced a significant reg lt the
_

targets frop important versions were rated s loser to the pas.Sage than

fhoge from unimportant versions (2.16 vs: . 0). The tmportan X Explicit-

ness interact ion approached.significance, F(1. ;145) -= 3.0-, p = .09. The

difference between.important and unimportant targets was greater for the-w \ it

imp1 ted-4.1mportant.= 2.44, 'Unimportant = 2.69) than stated tiohdition (1m-

NIP . pottant = 1.88, Unimportant = 1.92). Simple main effects tests confirmed
. .

Olt the importance effect was significant only for'the'implied conditioilr,
. ..

I

F(1,145) = 10.4, p < .01.

*Ninth and tenth graders tended to use'lower ratings than did eleventh

and twelfth grbders (2.09 vs.. 2.37). The Explicitness X Grade.Level inter-
,

action was tested for simple main,effecis. The simple effect of grade
0.0

lexpl,was significant in the *implied Condition (Low = 2.30, High =

F(1,145) = 17.1, p < .41, but not in' the stated.coriclition (Low = 1.87,

High = 1.92) 11',145) <111.
, .

In'order to permit:a direct test of the prediction that important

targets would more-often hZ.: rated as having been,stated in the passage than

00'

unimportant targets, the rating data were collapsed ln order to compute

4

A
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Table 5

Summary of Sigriificant F-values for the Rated Closeness to the
Original Pasage.for.Three Question Types, Experimerit 1

55

w

Effects

Question Type

Targets Premise
tk importanc4

. Mgnipulation

,Importance of the Target%) 5.9*

Explicitness of the Target .(E) 5.9*

Grade 9.2*
A

List (L) -

- ! x L

-ExG , 6.3*

4k
G x t 5.0*

A
1 x 'Salience of the Premise (S)

x E x Verbal Ability (VA) 4.8*

.14

S xExGx VA 5.4*

S x E x VA x L 6.8*

1 x-SxExG,xVAx 11. 4.0*

21.2*

14.1*

.1.

4V.

. .05

**p_ < .01.
a
Degrees of freedom for.these F- hies were 1,145.

b
Degrees of freedom for these F-values were 1,11+9.

'Degrees of freedom,forthese F-values were 1,144.

00,
4

.04.

e
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Table 6

Mean Rated Closeness to the Passage* for

Correctly Answered, Target Questions, Experiment I

I

Expliciitotess of

-""..the target

Salience of
the premise

jmpartince of the target

Important Unimportant' .:Jota.1

High 1.92 2.02 1.97

Stated Low 1.83 1.82 1.83

Total t.88 92 1.90

,

High 2.46 2.61 2%54

Low 2.42 2.76' 2.59

it

Total', 2.44 2:69

High
11110,

2.19 2.32 2.25

,
Total .Low 2.13 2.28 V21

Total 2.16 2.30

-

0

`Rating scale used was as follows:

1 = Exact quote of-the story

2 = Paraphrase of the story

3 = Directly implied by the story

4 = Conskstent with the story

/ -

. 1
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the profiortion)pf items which were judged to have been stated in the

passage, that is, the number of correctly answered target questions which

received a rating of lor2.e means organized by the three experimental

variables are shown in Table 7. Important targets were indeed more often

rated as having been stated in the'passage than unimportant targets (.66

vs. .58), F(1:145) = 6.7, 0 5 .05. This effect was especially pronounced

for, implied targets (Impirtant = .50, Unimportant = This analysis

further Jmphasized the subjects' ability to distinguish between stated (.79)

and implied (.45) versions, F(1,145) = 63.3, p <-'.01. None of-the inter=

actions involving importance approached significance..

Premise. Neither the salience of the premise nor /he importance

of the inference affected,pnemise ratings; The premise was rated as closer

p

to the original passage or implied than fo.r stated yersions (1.73 vs.

1.91). Eleventh and twelfth grgers rated the premise as closer to the

original than did nrfthand'tenth graders (1.75 vs. 1.90).

Importance manipulation. The analysiS of variance on rati4t.f.

4

importance manipulation questions yielded three significant effects. The

important version4 were rated much closer than were unimportant versions

(1.77 vs. 2.02). his difference was far more pronounced for the group
t

of Passages 3, 4, and 6 (Important = 1.751nimportant ='2.17) than for

.

PasSbges 1, 2, and 5 (Important = 1.79,1Unimportant = 4.86) as_shown by the

significant Importance X List interaction reordered by passages. Finally,

theme main effect of list was significant (A = 1.98, B = 1.80)

Summary of the results:, Experiment I. -When people read text, they are

more likely to make an inference based on that text if the inference is

important to the stOry,they'aresweading. This is evidenced by the fact

Si

A
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4

Lible 7

tio'

Proportion of Correctly Answered Target QueVi ns

Rated as Hay's been Stated in the Text, Experiment I

Importance ofCthe target

Explicitness of
the target

Salience of
tbe premise . Important

High .78

Stated Low .84

Ibtal .81:

........,
High .48

Implied Low .53',

Total .50

Total

High

Low

.63,

68

Total .66

4P

---.....,_ ,

. Unimportant Total

.71 . .74

-' .43 .83

.77 .78

.43 ,4;

.36 .44

,.39 .45

.57 411 1
,59 .64

.

.58

ti

1
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that forimplied,,,passage versions, in which the answer to the target ques-

tion had to be inferred, correct recognition orthe target was greater after

--r-Stons. No

effect of importance was found for targets which had been stated. Salience

of the premise also had an effect 8n the probability of correctly inferring

,an implied target. For passages in which the target had been stated,

salience had no effect. Not surprisingly, subjects in .t.....estated condition,

who read passages whith contained statements orthe target, did far better

than subjects in the implied condition.

Premises contained information which invited, the target inference.

No effect of the explicitness or importance of the target on the recog-

nition inition of premise nformation was found. Whaq performance on the target was

conditionalized on correct recognition of premise,intormation, important .

inferences were still more likelylto be correctly recognized.

Tileimportance manipulation questions tested the information which

1

extablished the importanceofthetarget inference in the passiFge. The pro-

;

portion of importance. manipulation questions correctly answered was much

higher,for important passage versions than forpnimportant versions. The

form and meaning of the importance manipulation material 'was confounded

with importance value, however, so the interpretation of this fin i-ng is

unclear. The probability of the target being correct, given that the 5,

siliportance manipulation question was correctly answered, was greater-for

important implied passales thanifor unimportant implied passages.

When target question performance was conditionalized on correct

answers to both premise and importance manipulation questions, the-simple
4

main effect of importance for the implied condition again confirmed the

JJ

.t-
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r
advantage of impottant inferences. In this analysis the main efiects of grade

level and verbal ability, which were highly significant for the simple pro-.

'portion correct of target rand the proportion correct of all other

question types as well), failed significapce. Thus, once scores for pas-

sages on which the subjejt failed to encode and retain the information

related to the target had been discounted, no effect of grade level or

verbal ability remained.

Unrelated or filler questions were also included and analyzed. The

possibility of the importance effect being doe to some so-et QJ diffuse,

nonspecific facilitation was disconfirmed by the absence of any effect of

importance on these fillerritems.

.00i
The present study also involved a rating of how close an nswer was

to the original passage. As predicted, important inferences ere .rated as

closer to the original passage than-unimportant inferences. An additional

analysis revealed that importance iricreased the proportion of inferred

targets rated as having been explicitly stated in the passage. The ratings

of target questions 'proved highly sensitive to the explicitness of:the,

target: subjects who read Passages in'which the target was stated were far

moire likely to rate it as explicitly stated than were_subjects who read

passages_in which the,trget was implied.4

Premise questions were rated as closer to the original passage for

implied than for.stated passages.-* This suggests that subjects. processed
..-

premises more deeply or extensively when they were needed to derive an

f

inference. These ratings might be seen as a more sensitive measure Of

comprehehsion and memory, since no effect of the explicitness of the

target was found for the proportion of premise questions correctly answered.

4

1
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However., premises in passages in which the target wasimportant were not
,

rated as closer to the passage, although deeper processing of the premise

was predicted for this condition.

the importance manipulation questions, Oere rated as closer to the

,

original important pa'ssageA than to the unimportant pasgages:-but Since

the form and content of this material was confounded with importance value,

this result is ambiguous...,
.

The major predictions of the study were thus confirmed: important

inferences were more often correctly recognized-and also were more likely

to be rated as havingbeen explicitly stated in the passagethan were

unimportant inferences. Highly explicit premises, also increased tale like-

lihood that impbd-targets would be correctly-recognized.

0'

A
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CHAPTER III

EXPERIMENT II

Met had

.62

Design.' The design was the same as that for,Experiment I.

0
Sub'ects. The subjects were lO astddents from high school in eas .

central Illinois ali'd a(fiigescheol in Nerthwestern Ohiol They were run in

graups of 15 to 30 students.

Material's. 'The 'passages were the same` as those used in Experiment I.

_
Four cbmpletionliguestions were Orepared for,each passage. The questions for

Passage I are' shown in Figure 3. Each qUestion set contained a target

question, an importance manipulation question, acid one or two premise

questions. A filler question was included for those question sets With one

0
premise question in order to equate the number of questions per passage.

Questions were,presented in boo -Pets as in Experiment I.

Procedure. Instructions and procedures for.the studywhase and vocab:

a

'ulary test were the Same as for Experiment I. Test instructions stressed

6

that the subjects should work through the booklet in
order and that they

should answer as many questions as possible. They were told to answer the
t'

questions according to the story, with answers that might be Alo aJew words

and should never he "fnnger 'than a -Isepterice or two." Subjects were-tole

to, work at their own'Pace.

,
,Results

Answers were scoPed for gist. If alt answer was essentially a`para-
.

411F

phra,ie of the story element, or a verbatim representatlon,'"it was. ',cored Ns

correct: If some material was added Coo, dereted from, or disterted in tlie

answer, so tq,,,chanqe itsimeaning, but the answer was still identifiable

6.6
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Cued Reba 1.) Quest ions f41r. Passage Se t. 1,,,..

A

-'

reer i.n ales

,

. El(perimen I 4

far e Question 0

1%'.'-: Why was Joantlate getting to the a irport?'

. i

.
r

Premise Quest i.ons4 ii
1

:-. 2. WI.? t d id Joan l'emenater: ass' -she .iwio'r f-i n i sh Lnglipack ing for her trip?
.

I
zo - --wy . ... 0.

,.
3.. At the beginning of the story; how mice time d id* Joan have to'

. . I
,

g.finish and to:. et to ok'he a i ri:brt?
.

of'

I

6 3 %
A

4
. . .

import)ance Man i put a tin Quest ion

What, happened to Joan' s original ti..,9 .0.1.clock flight to San,

*
10

nCisco?

Nsinbers orcate the' rder in which

jin the test book

1 0

6

the quelt-ikons

It

appeared

ell

.11

4.
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as related 't9 y00010Itor element, it was scored as partially correct. The

, scoring was'dOne-by a highly skilled assistant who was not aware'bf 014,na-,
4

'1 . 1.
.

ture ot the experjment. The'experimenter independently scored twenty ,

)

OP

16.

;plfriols. The interrater reliability was .90.3

Proportion correct and partially cor Analyses were conducted

on_AleIiropotvion correct, and proportion c rrect or partially correct for

targetpremise, and importance manipul questions. "tillior -questions

_wire not ana)yztd because not all _pas s had filler questidhs. Except

where-noted, all analyses of variance reported below were six -sway mixed,

analyses with importance as'the within-subjects fac'tor and salience, explicit-
*

ness; list, grade level, and verbal ability as betwsen-subjects factors.

Significant effects for the analy.ses of proportion correct and partially

a
correct for the target, premise, and importance manipulation.question

shown in Table 8. 0,In each analysis, subject with high ve.{al ability a

'-.-...-'

studen,ts in the Ift her ,rade level performed better, as eviderwed,by sig-

.". ,
. , . 4) .4.

ni,ficant verbal ability and grade level effects, .

4,,,,

/
. 'Targlot, The mean proportion Correct and pdrtiarly correct for

it

4.
,s the targer'questions is reported by importance, saflence, and explicitness

,,

/.,

..
,

.

in Table 9. For:theproportion correctAimportant versions roduF fied rgber..
.

t
. ,

'.g.

scoPeiNthan unimpor tant versions (.70 vs. :63J. Iimple main /acts tests

'

A ,,.

ore-the.significanJP t importance X ExplicitriessITteractigon'revealed tliet im- ..

. ,

portant va;sages exceeded unimportant passages in the implied condition

t
(r,u60 vs. .47k, F(1,166) = 14:2, p .01. Thus, the effect of importance on

,
vt*:

the Probability of an infereNee was replicated with cued recall; The effect,

of Importance (Important -.=F .79, Urrimporant = .78) faildd 'significance, for
'

the stated versions, 'F(1,166) "1: When the salience of the premise was

.

4

()
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Table8

- ammegermal

470

Summary of Significant F-values for,the Proportions Correct and Partially Correct
.

for Three/lAypes.of-44.46tioris, Experiment

11411,

1

Effectsa

I

Questi.on Ty Re

Target Premise

Pvtiely
Correct d'

C r'rect
Correct

Importance Manipulation

lyPartial4y
Correct

' Partial

Correct 'Correct

Importance,'of.the Target, (I)

4

Saliente of the Premise- (5)

txplititness of the Target (E):

Grade (;). '

Verbal Ability-A.VA1

List (L)

I x S

."

62.1**

10.2*

- 6.3*

68.7

4.7*

35.4 * . 12'.1.**

6,1*.* . 7.87' 7.6**

5,4*

I x 'E .0 .56* ',

11.6*,

S E

5./V

5.0*

15.7** 64.6**4

4.9*

25.2**

'6.5*

.(continued on next page)
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Table S (continued)

Ef fjpt' s a

Targe#

r ct Partially
Correct

..,
Piemise t. 'Importancre Manipulation,

Plertialtly Partially
..

Correct Correct..orrect' Cor.iqct
\--

T ---.
1 x S x E

S x G )(LI

x VA,,x -L

x S x E x ,VA

1 x. S x G VA

I x IPS dix , V P,k x

'I x E x : VA ,x L

I x. G x VA AIP 3.9"

-

4.

4.k

3

I

5.0*

0*

6:1*

58'

)11

*E <-05

< '01

6f la -Degrees cif freedom for

wl

all l F-vales 'dere 1,1166.

4
A

10

.

6
b.

4

.

.444

IPA
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"Ike . Table 9

4

Nears Proportion Correct and Partially Correc-t for the
.

Target Quest lox-, Experiment II*

a

67

e

Expriottnes5 of Salience of
the target the premise

Importance of the target

ifb-

Important

40
'.5taied

Art- L'
--4

TOta 1

,44

.Low .80. (.88)

Total 719 (.87)

High (.79)

Low .48 1.'55)

-Total 4 Ail (.6 )

Unimportant Total

4

.78 (.83) .79 '(.86).

.78 (.85) .79 -(.86)

.
.47 (.58) .60 (.68)

-47 (.$2) .47 (:54)

. ,

1, .47.(.55) .54 (.61)

.
. .7.

°

High .7i0 (.82) .63 { ;13)13) .6940,77)
i .

J

Lov; : .64(.)2) , !63 (.68) :4:9 (.70)

110. ,

Total '.70(.77) .63 C-70)
40

*Proportions for the'pirti4lly correct measure shown in parentheses:
a-

.
. 6 .

'', a ' ,

.
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low, performance on the target question was lower than when the premise

%No 5 'highr.y. salient (.63 vs. .69), though the effect was only marginally

significant, .F(1,16t) = 3.6., p = .06.. As revealed by the Sa lience X Ex-
,

* plititness interaction, the effect of*saltence obtained only in the implied

condition (Low = .54, High = .681; the:two-levels of salience Ooduced.al-
io

.
most identical scores in the dated condition (Lyw = High =-..86). The

,

.

subjects who read passages in which'the target was stated did much better

than those for whom the target was implied (.79 vs. .5A).

The Importance X List interaction, wherrfeor ered by' passage set,

revealed that the effe 'of importance,was much more pronounced for the
. .

gr'o of Passages I, , and 5 (ImpoirtaAt = .,7Er, Unimportant =

fOr Pasages 3s 4, and 6 (Impo.rtant = .63, Unimportant = 4.1). For. pas-
0

sages-:in which-the'targer was implied, the superiority of the important.
.

. .

. high salience passages over other-Passage vtrs7ions produc.a s4gnifiCan
0

Importancte X Salience411)( txpticitmos interaction. None of the interactions

too involving the subject status variables reachesignificance.

The analysis that tincluded 1)artially correct answers tQtaryik questions.

4,4

was similar to the abovecanaiysi in al.4.14prportanr re%pects. The effect
. MI'

4

of importance was again highly's.ignificant, and mpch more .pronounced for the

0
implied versions (Important = .68, UnimportAnt = .55), where the target

4 promo,

had to be lnferrxd, thr for tI4 passages in,whfch the.target had'been stated

(Important =. :87: Unimpccrtant'-p85), producing aksigni f icant Importance-
ExpI.icitnessinterction, .EXaminlition of the Saliense ExpliOtness

.terattio revealed-that the main effect Of-explicitness W1115 completely

accoun ted f'or in the implied condition. A ignific,;niNIMpo#
,

.

X Explicitness interaction resulted from the high scores obtained
-

jests for important highly saliealiversions of the implied.passages tea-
t

4/1
;

t nce X Salibcp
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1,

Live to
.
the other implhd versions. Inspection of the Importance X Listr7

interaction showea that the advantage of important versions was most marked
.1

for the set' of Passages 1% 2, and 5.

For about 6'4. of the question sets, a subject produced an answer which .

6
constituted -a correct response to the target question when answering a

. ., .
_

premk'e or importanCe manipulation question. An additional analysis was

conducted in_which the target was counted correct if the answer to the

targb,t question itself was correct or party correct, or if an acceptable

answer tothe target question appeared as the answer to one of the other \

questions. The-results of this analysis were essentially identical to the

analysis of the partially correct meaurit.

Premise. HLghly salient preMjses were better recalled than less

salient premises for blk the correct (.56 vs. .50) and partially correct

(.57,. vs. .50) measures'. the importance and the explicitness -of the target!

both failed to affect recall the premise. The hihly significant Im-

portance X List interaction reAilted.from differences in difficulty between

the passage sets (flbr example; for the prOportion correct, Passages 1, 2,

f 5 .60; Passages 3, \Ls,- 6 = .46) .

Importance manipulation.. In lhe anlOyses of the questions which

1,teted The-materialt7ilbCdying the importance manipulation, performance on
N

,fr ,...""the important versidds exceeded,,the unimportant versions (.75 vs. .66 for

, 1

'11 torrent, .89 Vs. .72 f9r parillaly corect). The Importance X List interac-

glion, whenvorganized by passages, revealed that the, advantage Of important
I

passages held only f'Or the group of 'Passages 3, 4:and 6 (.79 vs. 46 for

correct, .90 vs. .61 for partially correct). F6sPassages 1, 2, and 5,

'.1he.e140,e4 of importance was inconsistent across the L,40 performance measures

1101P'

js
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(.70 vs. .76 for correct, .87 vs. .84 for partially correct). List B was

much better recalled than 17.st A. Although several ipthe,r effects reached

significance, only one fourth-order interaction obtained for both dependent

me4sures.

MP& Conditional probabilities. The probability of correctly answeringihe

target queStion'given that the premise, the impOrence manipulation, or both

had been correctly answered using both strict and,lenient scoring criteria,

was subjected to the six-way analysis of variance. However, the number of

cases meeting the &)nditions was very low in some analyses. "Since neither

grade nor ability had effectS, these variables were dropped and the data

4
were reanalyzed in four-way mixed analyses with salience, explicitness, and

ist as between-sUbjects factors and importance as the within-subject factor.

Significant effects from ail three analyses are summarized in Table 10.

Fqr Passages 1, 2, and 4: which each had two premise questionst the

remise was counted correct only if both queStions were coFrect. When the
ti

.probability of, correctly answering the target giverlftthat the premise gues-

111.
°tion was correctly answtreu s:analyzed, ir7IpOrtant.passage.versions ro ---

duced higher conditional probabilities ,th* the uglimportant versions (.84

vs. .74 for correct, .87 vs. 78 for partlly correct). Conditional

probibilidles, were much higher for subjects ii1c) read passages in which the

target was stated than for those who read the implied versions (.88 vs.
.

.70.fot correct, .89 m5. .76 tor:partially.corsect). In this analysis,'

which was conditioroql`upon iwcorr;ect answer to the premise question, Bali-

ence of the premise, hed noirffestl The Importance X' Explicitness' and lm-

port

tance

X,Salience X Ekplicitness interaction's, which.were significant, in

,_the analyses,of trjr siMple proportion of target questions correctly'' answered,

'76
1

4

4

16.
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Table 10

'71

Summary of Significant µF- values for Six Conditional Probabilities, Experiment
11

I S x

IxExL.

Effects,

Correct

t

mitt

P(TargetPremise)a

6.5*

Partially

Correct
Correct,

Conditional Probabilities

Importance of the Target 11) 5.5' 14.8;; Ii. 14.7 *Y 22.7**

Salience of the Premise (S) 3.9,,

Explicitness of the Target .(E) 16.0** 11.3"' 46.5** 91.0*

List (L)
4.2-;

,.

x S
7.2,-;-

,

E . 4" 5.8- 5.6*
,----

.x L
6.3,,

0

P(Targetlimporragce P(Target!Premise and

Manipulation) importance Manipulation)

Partially
Correct

Correct

15.8.-:

.14

Partially
Correuf

8.7** 8.4*.

ti

a

(continued on next page)

77,,
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A

Table 10 (continued)

-'p e .05
II

fr2., :01

arrobab'-lity of answering tne target, question correctly given that the premise question was,

answered coreectlyy of'freedom fog these F-values were 1,127 for correct and 1,129 for

partially correct.
b Probapiiily er answering tne target question correctly given that the importance manipulation

questionwas amsweed correctly. Degrees of freedom for these p-values were 1,174 for correct and

1,177 for partia:ly,correct.
cProDa0;1;:y of ar,s,e.;,9 tne target question correctly given that,tne premise and importance

izanipJlation questions r+'!ee: answeeed correctly. Degrees or freedom Jot' thes41F.-values were 1,101

for correct and 1,109 for partalli correct.

+lb

sW

f
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here failed e4\approach significance. No other effects approached sig-

nificance.

As Table 10 shows, the analyses of the probability of correctly answer-

ing the target questiOn given that the importance manipulation question was.

answered correctii produced a number of effects which attained significance
0 ,

for only one of the two analyses.- Ohly those effects which were signif-

icant across both correct ang partially correct measures will be discussed

here. The conditional kobabiitie? Were higher for important than for

4 unimportanY_passages (.74 vs. .63 for correct, .82 vs. .70-for parrially

correct). Stated passages produ ced much highet oonditioal probabilities

than did implied passages (.81 vs. .56 for correct, .90 vs. .62 for par--

tially Correct). The Importance X Explicitness interaction reached sic:-

n,ificance because the effect of importance was much greater wen the target

had to be inferred (e.g., for correct, Important = .66, Unimportant =-..47

for implied passages, Important = .83, Unimportant = . 79 for stated passages).

Table 11 shows the mean probability of correctly answering the target

' 41.

question, given ,that-both premise and importance manfpulation questions

41 ,
.

.

...

were correctly'answered. The important versions produced higher conditional

probabilities than the-unimPortant versions for both the correct and par-
-,

tially correct- measures (.84 vs, .69 and .88 vs. .74, respectivety).

bettertarg is were better than Implied targets (.84 v$. .6* for_ correct,'
,

.88 vs. .74 for partially correct). A5 was found in the analysis which

con)Ationaliz,ed on correct responses to the premise questions only, salience

of the prerise had no effect and the Importance.X ExplIcitness'and Impor-

tance X Sa fence X Explicitness interactions _did not apptoach significance.

79
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Table 11

Probability of Answering the Target Question

Correctly Given that the Premise and Importan

ilk Manipulation Questions were Answered CorreCtly, Experiment IL

Explicitness of
the tariget

Salience,of
the premise

importance of the target'

Important jp Unimportant Total

Stated

High

Low

TvEtal

.12 (.94)

.91 (.94)

.91 (.94)

.8p '(.86)

.83 (.85)

.81 (.86)

.86 f.ao)

.87 (.90)

.86 (.90)

.
w if

High .84 '(.8'5) .54 (.56) .69 (.qi)
\ .

Implied Low .69 (.78) .59 (.69) .64,(.73)

Total .77 (.66 .57 (.63) .67 (.721.'

High ;88 (.89) .67"(.71) 7)(.80)

Total 1..6W .80 (.86) .71 (.77) 76. (.8i)

Total .84 (.88) .69 (.74)

111,

4 4.
.

. .

\ .

:
*Conditional prObabilities.for the partially correct measure s own

.

q

in parentheses.
-At

R

80

41,

1
4
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4

, Summary of the results.: Experiment II. When cued recall was, emproksed
t

as a test of inf4rence,-the probability that aiLihference would occur was

gainefound to be greater for'-,importantthamfor unimportant inferences.

The 'ignificant main effect of importance in the study derived solely,

rrom the passage ver$lons'. where tile target was implied, and primarily,from

the highly salient implied versions.

..affetNthe'likelfhood that the target

ilarly, S'alience'ofthe premise

ference would be di-awn but had

no effeCt when the target had been 5tared in the passage.
.

The accuracy of, cued recall for premises As influenCed lay neither the

iMportanc nor thevxplicitness of the target. -Highly salient premises .

were bettee,recalled tftan less salient premises. Th.probability'of cor-
,

,

-rectly supplying the target, conditional, upon correctly supplying the prem-
.

.

,

ise, again favored important targets. Salience of the premise had no

effect on the recall of thetarget in this conditional analysis.

The information'which eras changed ,in order to manipulate importance
.

/ x
4 -\ .

_proved td be much easier to recait-roretheNlimpoFtant versions than for the
,

,

unimportant versions.'oas.' The effect of importance on the target gue'stiofis

, \.',..
,

-- was highly, si-gnificant when conditionaliZed upon a correct response .to the
, .

.

° `, :

importance manipulattion, guestftin. In other words, subjects were particu-
.*

'l-ar4 ly likely to produce aark, imWrtant inference if they realizes its impor-

tadce, as evidenced by the ability to recall' the information -that es.tab-
A ./

lished its importance. / %
/

A

-

For the ptobability of correctjy-answering the target gilien that the
1

0 bh premise guestion,.or the premise and importance manipulation questions, had
.

been correctly-answered, the_effeet of importance was consistent across

Abated and implied vet's ions.

81
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CHAPTER IV.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

76:

Peo4e are moreNlikely to make an inferencellip it.is important than,.
=

..

if it is unimportant. That .this is so has been documented iR two exIleri-=

ments,- and has been found'using both multiple-choiciirecognition and cued re-

call measures. While the, significance of the effect did not generalize A-

'1
cross all materials, in each experiment the trend that important inferences

were made mOlOt often than unimportant inferencs was observed for four of

4
the six passage sets. Given the int,uitive_nature Of the imporeance manip-

.., .
s .

ulationin these studies the effect has shown reasonable generalty. If

...

importance were more rigorously defined, or f'extensive piloting were
. -,...

---.
.-

.

,
a

employed to insure t the intuitions of the'targeil population agreed with
1 . .

those oethe experimenter, no doubt the 'succs's rate of .67 could,b im-

.

..

,;.
_

..,

proved upon. For Ow recognition.test, the effect of importance was.con-
,

sistent ac(oss two levels of thesalienoe of premise information. Fo'r
.,. ..

.

the cued recall test, important infel ences exceeded unimportant inferences '
.,

only when thepremises were highly S.afient. Probably when the. premiset, .

;.....1

g ,

, ( 40 .

, ', , - ,

' ,...r
.40

were Jess "salient there were not sufficient cdetto insure that-, importance
. a . , ,,

.

would increaslit the probability of the target ihference being m de; instead'

'^ a.

importance only increased the probability that som inference vould be ge

Made. When subjects correctly recalled the premise and importance manip=

. . . .

illation, the effect of importance was consistent ,across:highly.-salienc anci... ,
.. m

. .

less salient passage versions. ,
4

.
. . °.

4. '
. .

4

The studies reported here are among the first to explore the effect

of text content and structure -on inference. Nearly all of th.previous
411

,researchesearch Has been designed to iai demonstrate that inference is an importapt

O)

4

4.

11P
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11

.

and pervasive process, (b) establish whether, the temporal locus.of inferen5e". f
. .,

-- , , '
. .

,. ,

t is at cbmprehension ()eat test,'Pr (C) iliplore,the effect of instructions and

tasks on inference.
%,,

*he 1:1i-esent researchmay be:Viewed as an extension 44-,trie'l itereture on
r

,

. c

, "the effect of impoct,ance'bn memory for text. j.lohnson (1970), Meyer 1975),

Aleyer and McGontie ti9i3),,Kintsch and ,KeenanAl 973), and otltrs havestitWn
.

. Agir .1
. 0 .

'theta:

'
iiilportan,ce improve4rwmory fbr explicitly. stated material; The Arent

, ...

,,- 4.
research esrabi ishes.t hat impOr tance 61 so increases t 43- Probabi 1 it Y that an/ p

44 ,
. ' .

,r.' -11*V- '
.

. ;- AO'
inference will be, madp. In' these studies, the efTtcl of, imp6rtance dill not
_ . .

I.

reach signifitance fur targets which -been- stated. -However, in the rec:
4 . - ,

: ,,' : 1,.- % ,. .' 1r ,.

ogri'ition teS't of Exppriment 4,
ki

y have, I .. .Pkeen due to a ceilng effect., .7:

io
o

4 ',

ri Exp imen.t I-I, whenconsiter (ion wasPrestricted WI those passages for'
. 1

4'; -,. _ . 4,,

- .

_I

which a subject-encoded and retained enough of the-materjal related to the .

1.
, . .

4 r .

.

. r , t
. ,

,infe'rer;q6- to 000i t hjm or her" to correctly re!11 the -premise
*

and importance
.

manipulation j tcfilS , tie ,`effect of importance was consistent across stated, and.;ti
, *. ,,

,. ._. .
.

.4/..
i

-

"i

.... -

mpl i ed versions.`s i oh's.'
.,

, Zo
While he studied were not deigned Ilitest whether the tempoloal locus,

. -
, f. .,

2 of ,the impOrte,pce effe$,:i was at comprehension or 'et test, some evidence re

.
.

lated toy- this issue was obtai*d. In Experiment I, subjects were rwir.e like-.
,..

,., -. 10
-../

' ly to rate in inrerence at.taving been,staied:i-n the passage if the ititerence
,,.

..,,,
5 ,

.

.
.

.
.

'was important than if it was unimportant_ Thews' result is, eactly-,what would
, Of .cr Ow

t be expected +I importance served to increase the probability that an inferT
, . .

, -.:
, ,,, . .: -

,., /. , . if , ,

.
enee would be,maae during comprehensron,itind i r subjects .i.iere .somet Imes, un

_

, - ,,,

able' tp diktinouish between. in'fei-encesrtiatte: during reading and statements
.,..

-

, .

,which had actually beer read. However, this could also, resent from a, higher
IMP. .

, . / , ,

proportion of luckyikits friounimportrant inferences. Unithporta9t inferences .,...

,.
, , , .i

7 ?,,

.

er
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'. _ 0 4 4
.

7.8'
," .

were less often, correctly recognized,,and it is..41-1- e reasor to as-.

. .'
sume that a higher percentage of -the correct respo'n ero lucky guesses.

k,
ilw ,e

If subjects had simply guessed at the answer to the inferenceguetion, they.

would presumabllebe aware of that fact and might therefore be less 1itelY to
ir

-Eaee the answer as having Werr-stavd'-lin the passaste. Thus*, the raAlings do
4..-11

'not_unequivocality support the hypothesi-: that the loci's of the importance ek

fect was -.at cdinpMhen,sion. er/

/0. .

: Perhap's more conviflcing evidence itat many inferencel, and therefore.
..

...
.,.t..' cV ,-MIL 11 0 1 tne eilies.:t O? importance ,on i erence, occwrred at,comprehen6ign is,

Ow

7 me
..

-.that the probability of correcfli,ahswering the infereA nee question, given ''.

that theipremise question bad been incorrectly answered, was wtll above,

t

-chance In both ,,tudie-s (.67 for EXpertmAt.l, .43 and .52 for LorxeLt-and
wow 4, :-

p partially ttorrecj measilies, respeitively, lo Experiment II).
it .

To the extent
,

.

Chat th e_ p. em se ' q c t iOH'S goerried information which was regutri.,d ii)rdet,.. .

.
. ,

-

to Moto.; an i'otereme, -.uhicAt, wk) mi,.cd the premit.., quvstion could only
t

I

.

, a slt.

.an4wer the inference questipo,correctly% if they bad 116de tfie internLe

$ . a-1....

during rki10or if' they (essed. However, a, I argued. in the portion of
let G

m
the intgoduction which de:At-with the tcvlipotal locus of irioferenCe, it is

* .

.

Y . .
OtIiikethht,inferences are made only

.

qt comprehension or of test, and the

evidetice%here does no con( h,ivly di .0(.00 infi the Rg.ssjopiiipi that

' tanc,12-migi also affect the preitl.ibi'itty of inference at

4 0

I 1.11,1 r

One exp)aoat,i(al of the'importan(e efte('t which has sonic iori.

is,dearly di tfirmi.d by ,t1te data. OMpitance might serve to

increase the probability or qt ility9-1,encoding the,information iteeded to' P

tikitke tne.-tnterete. f !his t t,t or'red, the torobatit 1 ity of beimil to

i
o /

make at test at Intelotice which had not 'been made at :encodinq would be

J
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t,greater for important _than unimportant ildflitiences;-- since the probability.

of retaining at test the informat iorr, necessary to ma the infrence would

be greater fOr important ,inferences. The Sessent ia . prediction of this ,.
.. -, . .

.hypothesis to the'present studidt is better performance on premise questions

for important passag versions. Nei ther the recognition nor cued recal4 of
.. . . . .t ,i

1'premises Showed any,hint *of an -ef fect tor importance. - Int-he-p used

in the studies, the information which established the importance of an
_ )inferelce came 'at the'end Of the passage, after al 1 of .the other,mat'erial

4
0

related to the inference,' The pa,;sages are simf ler* in this -respect to thpse ,

of Thorndyke (1976), and to a lesserexteiht to the materials employed

Spiro (1975). a the impot;tance.manipulat ion had appt:ared at the beginning

Of _the passage, i t would presuMably°°:ffect the initial encoding of related

I.
-iieformat ion /kr:id lead to bet ter nc...eiory for the- premises. of impOrlant in-

-.
. Ail

forma titch. * . , e

OtIf the effect of
'

importance had' occurred at cotn'prep,en,;,ion in theipresent
% . . , ..--?,
.

studies, i..t must have been 'a,backward effe*. - One pos.si bl,e scenario would
.

:: ,.
4'e that when a subject discover tvi -that an event, like being la'te to the* $11 *

. r . .a irpor't , was important in the t.oryt, the subject 'would Check his or her ..

. 1 . * 's
&c rmemory for thg event to see if it was a 1 ruCry.elaborated, coherent account....

el the memorial representaj ion- of the ever was not coh.drent, -as ,43 uld be .

^ ,
the case if the subject had not inferred, the cause of -lateness,- the subject

...,

would look -ba,ck thrpugh the passage in order, find in-format ionAphIch would
. tio -.

permit
:.
,,exent to be-elabo'rated . as to make i t

I
coherent. This scenario

.
aris a spec iie'case of the hypothesise discussed 'above that importance' would

. .., .

serve to increase the probability of encod ing 'the premise information That

this*did pot often occur is ,evidenced .
by thel lack of an importanCe effect

. .

de' 8511.
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on the premile questions. Ttle reason that

80

occur may have been

ii
+that fitting -an experlinenL i.nwhich students re4t1,-.and were tested on six

...
passages' into a,40:-minute school pei,tiod dictated That reading times be

. ,
.

.
, i

a kept to a minimum. Observation Of 'the ';iibjectl6tiring the experimedIS,

. ..

.. %. ''. suggested that papr hod barely ,enough t imettO ,read the .Passaget 1400r1 e tie 1 y ,

.
,

..

that many others seemed to adopt the strategy of reading straight through

0,1

- ...iii .
.

m

--sthe passage on at.a rapid rate, and the waiting for the signal te'go on.,
. .

...

If subject Insufficiehf time to finish some of the passages,, the,ef-

",
. .

fe of )importance would he attenuated since the,,importance manipu lation4
came at the end of the passage. If -subjects had just enough time to finish

the'passage or if theyadopted_a "don't look back" reading strategy, then

this couldaccount for the lack of an im portance effecton premise questions:

One variation onothe above sceuar,io is that. whet t coherence qeck

dir
for an important event fails, the 4,ubjecr would initiate a search of memory.

- . r -

for the pasigevin'order to see if any information related tiLthe event
Wr

could be retrieved to permit the,inferential,elaboration of a cohereht.ac-
.

,
+,,, : , .,. : t

.

- count. If the informatidn is found!, the' invited 410ference would be made.
\

.

If the information is not found, an infererice would be constructed) /1i1 _

, , ti . .

.

.
- ,

.

basis of prior knowledge, sometimes :producing an ''incorrect" inference.
tit : ..''

',I .

. - , \ )
-

Th)s.accOunt, is'codsistent with(the findinq'ip Experiment 11 that importadt
i , .:

.

.

. , inference were-mcfe likely to
(

be recalled fo passages with salient and .

, .

iher4fore 'memoratilT premises, but not for passages with low salience. + For
- .

.
. ,

. ,

t ihoSe passages for whioch'a,subjecr remembered .the.premise, the probability_ .

. 1A . .01( A

' -'
Or recalling the tar* inference was4igher, in the iMporrank' c'qndition..

,..
.

, ,
1' * . , 14,

. ,

This ,explanation, however, also would seem to "predict better eecall for *
,

,\ ,

premises in impOrtant passage versions.. ;

o...
ow

,

o --.

, I
.

'- 4 i

S

ot,
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ir may simply mtivate subjects, to try harder to answer, questions correctly.

, 6 ,..

A n possibility that deserves cossideal\a.ticin is that the importance

.

'81

',Sy this MOtivaeignal.explanation, it. fs oot e.ss ntial. thSt jltortance dif-
'

, .

7 . . . I,
,

..,

ferentially affect either,the.probability.of t inference at comprehension

1 .
.

Or the.encoding-of, 047-Premise.' A motivatiohal explanation explains better

retrieva66f inferences made at comprehensiop apd'higher pr ifity,,of), - _

. .

correctly'makino the inference at, test, givOi that the pre se information
.

'
. . ,

. .

is available. 'I'n fact-, e motivation hypothesis also explains better
- .

.
,., -,... ,

memory' for explicitly 'stated material, ich is typical of important jpror-
-*

-

matiOrr)as shown, by'JohoSon (1970), Meyer (1975), and others. Studi)es in

. .',
.

. .

which incentives for remembering information would be manipulated could be
, AA.

.used'to test this hypothesis;

-

Intconclusidri: this research has demonstrated-rather convincingly that
.-

People ate mare likely to Make an' inference in text-if it is important.

,
f

While the 'studies provide some evidence against several explanations of the ')

effect,,much 'remains to resolved before our understanding of the effect. 411

of importance-¢n inferenr Is Complete.

.

A
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